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1. All living things are created fran water.
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We made fran water every living thing. Will they not then
believe? (Al-Anbia:30)

2. Allah has createdevery animal fran water
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And Allah has created every animal fran water: Cf :-en there
are safle that creeD on their bellies; Sane that walk on two
legs; and sane that walk on f oar:
Allah creates ~at he wills: For verily Allah has c~erover
all things.

3. Man has beer created fran water
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And he 1: is ~7nohath created man fran water and bait
appointed fran bini kindred by blcod and kindred by marriage:
for thy Lord is ever powerful

(The ~iterion: 54)

4. Close relation betweenwater and creation
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And He it is ~bo created the heavens and the earth in six
days - And His throne was upon water — that He might try
yai, which of you is best in conduct. (Hud:7)
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5. Water — the reviving power
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Allah sendeth down water fran the sky and thereby reviveth
the earch after her death. La! herein is indeed a portent
for a folk who hear. (The Bee: 65)

In the rain which Allan sends down fran the skies And the (~‘1 P
life wtich He gives therewith to an earch that is dead;
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And Who sendethdawn water fran the sky in (due) measureand
We revive a dead land with it. Even so will :;e be brought
fortn

All veee:a:ior~is oroducedwith water

(Crriinents of C-old. 11)
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It is He Who sendeth down rath fran the skies: With it ~Ve

produce green crops heaped up (at harvest)

(The Cattle. 100)
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6. Reviver of the earth
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7. Reviver of dead land

(The Cow: 164)
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9. Diverse Kinds of vegetation
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Who bath appointed the earth as bed and hath threadedroads for
you therein and hath sent dcmn water fran the sky and thereby We
have brought forth diverse kinds of vegetation. (Ta-ha: 53)

10. Vegetation of diverse hues
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Hast th~anot seen that Allah causeswater to fall fran the sky
and We produce therewith fruit of diverse hues. (The Arls 27)

12.
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Wno has made the earth your couch and the heaven your canopy.
and sent ao~rain f ran the heavens: and brought forth therewith
fruits for your sustenance.Then set not up rivals unto Allah
~r.~enye loiow the truth. (The Cow: 22)

Fruits to feed you -
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It is Allah wtio hath created the heavens and the earch and
sendeth do~rain fran the skies, and with it bringeth out
fruits wherewith to feed you. (Ibrahim: 32)
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11. Fruits for sustenance
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various kinds of fruit producedwith water
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And in the earth are tracts (diverse) through neighbouring and
gardens of vines and fields sane with corn. And palm trees
growing out of single ronts or otherwise; watered with the
same water; yet sane of th~iWe make more excellent than others
to eat. Behold! verily in these things there are signs for
those wno understand. (The Thundex : 4)

14. Water — God — sent drink
P.-. /
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And We send the winds fertilising, and causewater to descend
fran The sky, and give it you to drink.
It is not ye ~ are the holders of the store thereof.

(The Rocky Tract 22)

15. Water brings forth food and drink.
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It is He Who sendsdcwn rain fran the sky: Fran it ye drink,
and out of it (grovs) the vegetation on which ye feed your
cattle. (The Bee: 10)

16. Water is the purifier
_, 9”.’ , ~b.V
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And He it is Who sendeth the winds — glad tidings heralding His
mercy; and We send down purifying water fran the sky.

(The Criterion: 48)
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17. Water to purify you

18.

II

19.

20.

And sent down water f ran the sky upon you, that thereby He might
purify you and ranove fran you the fear (dirt) of Satan.

Water is a free gift

(Spoils of War : U)

21.

Hast thou not seen how Allah bath sent down water fran the
sky and has caused it to penetrate the earth as water-springs
and afterward thereby produceth crops of divers haes(TheTroops :21)

And we made the son of Mary(Christ) and his mother as a sign.

We gave than both shelter on high grond affording rest and security
and furnished with springs (The Belivers :50)

Have ye obser’~.7edthe water that ye drink? Is it je v.to shed it
fran the rain—cloud or are We the shedder?

(The Event: 68,69)

PURE WATER OF SPRINGS

Arid placed therein high mountainsand given you to drink
sweet water therein. (The Ernissaries-27)





22.

23.

24.

III’

25.

26.

27.

A cup fran a gushing spring is brought round for th~

(Who set Ranks:45)

Round about then with(serve) youths of perpetual(freshness)with
goblets (shining) beakersand cup filled out of clear-f l~ring
fountains (The Event:18).

And we have placed therein gardens of the date—palrnand grapes
and We have caused the springs of water to gush forth therein

(Ya—Sin: 24)

CLEANLINESS AND PURIFICATION

Cleaning the clothes and shunningpollution.

Allah’s wish is but to r~r,ove un—clean—nessfar fran you. 0’
Folk of the Household, and cleanse you with a thorough
cleansing. (The Clans: 33)

Cleansing of ths—belivers

(And ran~nber)~then Allah said : 0 Jesus! La! I am gathering thee
and causing thee to ascendunto M and I am cleansing thee of
those ~o disbelieve. (The Family of Imran:~5)





28. Allah Loveth the repentants and the clean

29.

Truely Allah loveth those who turn unto Him and loveth those
who have cure for cleanness

The Quran to be touchedby the_purified

(The Cow:222)

30.

That it is indeed a noble Qurac. In a book kept hidden, which
none toucheth save the purified.

Allah madeMary pure

(The Event: 77,78,79)

31.

And when the angles said : 0 Mary! La! Allah hath chosen thee
and rr.ade thee sure and hath preferred thee above all the wanen
of creation.

Allah places no burden

(The Family of Imran. 42)

Iv’

Allah would not place a burden on you, but He would purify
you and perfect His grace on you, that ye may give thanks.

(The table spread: 6)

ABLLJ.TIONJ BATHING AND WASHING

32. i~blution for saying prayers -





34.

VI

0 ye who believe! when you rise up for prayer, wash your faces
and your handsupto the elbows and lightly rub your heads and
(wash) your feet upto the ankles. And if you are unclean, purify
yourselves. (The Table Spread: 6)

0 ye who believe! draw not near unto prayer when ye are drunken,
till ye know that which ye ulter, not when ye are polluted, save
when journeying upon the mad will ye have bathed(The Wanen:43)

Concessionswhen water not available

And :f ye be ill, or on a journey, or one of you caneth fran the
closet, or ye have touched (contacted) ~unen arid ye find not
water, then go to high clean soil ~nd rub your faces and your
hands therewith.
La’ Allah is benign, forgiving (The Wanen. 43)

35. Lawiul and good fccd

PURITY OF FOOD AND DRINKS

36.

So eat of the lawful and good food which Allah hath provided
for you and thank the bounty of your Lord if it is Him ye
serve. (The Bee: 14).

The beast of cattle is made lawful unto you (for food) except
that which is announcedunto you (herein) gamebeing unlawful
when you are on pilgrimage. La! Allah ordaineth that which
pleaseth Him.

(The Table Spread:l)

33. Purification for saying prayers

~.1





37. Milk of the Cattle

38.

And La! in the cattle there is a lesson for you. We give you to
drink of that which is in their bellies, fran betwixt the refuse
and the blood, pure and palatable to drinkers. (The Bee:66)

Prohibited food and drinks

39.

He hath forbidden for you
and that ~hich bath been

carrion and
irrrnolatei in

blood and
the name

swine
of any

flesh
other

than Allah. (The Bee: 115)

Forbidden food and drinks

40.

Forbidden unto you (for food) are carrion and blood and swine
flesh and that which hath been dedicated unto any other than
Allah, and the dead through beating and the strangled, and the
deadthrough falling fran a height, and that which hath been
killed by (goring of) horns and the deurated of wild beasts
saving that which ye make lawful (by the death—stroke) and that
which hath been ianelatedunto idols. (The Table Spread.3~

Food of the People of Book

This day are all good things made lawful for you. The food of those
who have received the Scripture is lawful for you and your food is
lawful for th~. (The Table Spread:5)





41. Drinking and gambling etc

42. _______________

Satan seeketh only to causeamong you er~iütyand hatred by means
of strong drink and games of chance and to turn you fran
r~r~nberanceof Allah and fran (His’) worship will ye then have
done?

REFERENCES

1. All the quotations fran the Holy Quran have been taken fran
the Holy Quran published by M/S Taj Co. Ltd. Lahore and
Karachi, printed under publication No. F—358.

2. There is no difference whatsoever in the text of the Holy
Quran, wherever, whenever andby whanever it has beenpublished
The text is standard and unifoim and has been the same ever-
since the time of the Holy Prophet.

3. The translation into English is by MonnadukePickthall.
There is very little difference, almost negligible, bet~en
a translation in one languageand another. Translation given
here is f ran the Holy Quran quoted above.

4. Rules for ablution, bathing, purification and washing of body
and clothes, given in the above quotations are acceptedby every
Muslim whatever his school of thought be. For exau~leevery Muslim
kno~ that purification of body and clothes as well as ablution is
essential for o:ffering prayers.

0 ye who believed! Strong drink and gamesof chance and idols
and divining arrows are only an infamy of Satan’s handiwork.
Leave it aside in order that ye may succeed.

(The Table Spread: 40)

Result of drinking, gambling etc





WHAT THE HA]JITH TELLS US

ABOUT

THE WATER, SANITATION AND HYGIENE PRACTICES





I. CLEANLINESS AND PURITY

1. God loves purity

V
%2. Islam is neat and clean

Verily Islam is neat and clean. So, be neat and clean, for none
but the neat and clean will entex the paradise.

3. Keep neat arid clean

(Nebjul Fasahat: P.350)

Keep ricad and clean as nmich as you can, for Allah hath founded
Islam on neatnessand cleanliness.

4. SaneDivine Qualities

(Neh:. Fasahat. P.401)

III

Verily Allah is Beauty Perfect and loves beauty; (He) is (The
Most) Generousand loves generosity; (He) is the clean—ness
(perfect) and loves the clean.

(Nehjul Fasahat: P.357)

CLEANSING THE BODY AND COUTHES OF EXCRETA

5. Seeking Divine Protection fran defilai~ents

The Holy Prophet, when he went for easing himself prayed, “0 Allah!
I seekyour protection fran deffl~ents

(Saheeh~ikhari, Book of ablution Ha.dith 8,
Vol. I P.60)

God is perfect in purity and loves the pure.

(Nebjul Fasahat: P.359)
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6. Cleansing of private parts with water

Hazrat Anas bin Malik narrates: When the Holy Prophet went cxit
to easehimself I or another had took a jar of water for him,
with which he made istanja (washing of private parts) after
easing himself. (Saheeh Bukhari, Vol. I

Kitab—ul—Wazu: Hadith 16)

~7. In the act of passingurine

Hazrat Abu Qatada (God be pleased with him) narrates: “The Holy
Prophet (Peacebe upon him) said that while passing urine one
shculd not hold one’s male organ in his right hand; nor should
one wash his/her private parts with one’s right hand.

(SaheehBukhari Vol:I
Kitab—ul—Wazu: Hadith 20)

8. Caution against defilenent by urine

Ibne’ ~bbas told that the Prophet came upon two graves and
said, ~Their occupantsare being nunished but not for a great
sin. One of then did not keep himself covered when passing
water. The other went about spreading slander.” -

(Mishkatial—Masabih , Eng translation
by JamesRobson. First Edition Lahore 1960)

9. Keep Yourself un-polluted

Let not yourselves be polluted with ar:ne. for most of the
punishtient in grave is due to such nollutlon.

(Nehjul-FasahatP.401)

10. Baby’s urine

Han-at Ayesha Siddiqa (God be pleased with her) narrates:
“Scmebodygave a baby to the Ho!;- Prophet (God’s carrp]Jsnents
to him). The baby passedurine while in the Prophet’s lap.
The Holy Prophet at once asked for water and washed it over.

(SaheehBukbari: Kitab—ul—Wazu Hadith: 71)

III SOPIE OTHER INSTANCES OF IMPURITIES

U. Passing urine in standing water

Abu Haraira reports that the Holy Prophet said, “Nobody should
passurine in standing water, for it is just possible he might
have to wash in that water at another time: -





12. Blood fran menses

A wiT’an asked the Holy Prophet, ~rWhata.re the orders about stain
of menstural blood on a gannent?” The Holy Prophet said. “Ib.ib it
off. Then wash the gannent and say your prayers in it”.

Narrated by ~na’ danghterof Abu-Bekr.

(Saheeh&zlthari: Kitab—al-Haiz)

‘(Hadith 12)

RELIEVING ONESELF

Going to a lonely place

Jabir said that when the Prophet wished to relieve himself
he went off where no one could see him. Abu Dawud transnitted
it. (Mishkat—al—Masabih:English translation P:74)

14. FiLpiace for passing water

Abu Musa said : One day when I was with the Prophet, he wanted
to passwater, so he went to sane soft ground at the foot of
a wall and did it, after which ne said, “When any of you wishes
to passwater, he should look for(a place like this) to do it
in. “~buDaw~dtrangiiitted it. (1b.d)

15. Direction of sitting for relieving

Abu ;-~ra~-arenorted God’s messengeras saving,” I am to
you just like a father to his son. for I give you instn~.ct1on.
When you go to relieve yourselves do not face or turn your
back to Qibia.

- (lc~’d)

16. Using right hand for ablution -

Aisha said, “God’s messengerused his right hand for his
abluticn, water and his food, and his left hand for his
excavations and anything objectionable. ‘Abu Dawud transnitted
it. (Ibid: P. 75)

17. Cleaning with water

Anas said, ‘When God’ s messengerentered the, a serrant and I
used to carry a skin of water and a pointed staff, and he
would cleanse himself with water. (Buichari andMuslim)

(Ibid: P 74





18. Improper places for relieving one self

Muadh reported God’s messengeras saying, “Guard against the
three things which produce cursing: relieving one self in
watering-places, in the middle of the road and in the shade” -

“Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah transnitted it.
(Ibid: P.76)

19. Relieving together -

Abu Said reported God’s messengeras saying: “Tho people
should not go together to relieve thenselves and un—cover
their private parts and talk, for God is angry with that -

“Aimed, Abu Dawood and Ibn Majah tran~nitted it.
(thid)

IV. ABLUTION

20. Ablution is the key to prayer

Invocation is the key to (Divine) mercy; ablution is the key
to prayers: and prayer is key to heaven.

21. Prayer without ablution not acceptable

Abu Huraira narrates: The Hol; Prophet (Peace be upon hi’)
said that the braver of a person who loses his ablution s~.not
acceptable unless he perfoi-~nsthe ablution afresh.

(Sahee&~khari- Kitab—al—Wazu
Hadith 12)

22. Ablut~on subduesfur’:

Fury is f ran the Devil and the Devil has been created fran
fire. And fire is extinguished by water. So when any of you
should get furious he should perform ablution.

(Nehj-ul-Fasa.hat, P. 356)
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23. Ablution inmediately after sexual defilenent

Hazrat Ayesha (God be pleased with her) that when the Holy
Prophet wanted to go to sleep after sexual defilenent, he
~ould perfotin ablution like ablution for prayers and go to
sleep.

(Book of Bathing, Saheeh Buithari: Hathth: 39)

24. Ablution according to Sunnah

Hazrat Imran reports: Hazrat Uthrnan (God be pleased with him)
asked me for water (and when I gave him) he perfonr~d ablution.
First, he washedhis hands thrice. Then he rinsed his nxuth and
cleaned his nose. Then ue poured three handfuls of water on his
face. Then he washedhis hands(andaims) upto elbo~ thrice.
In the end he wiped his head with wet hands and~shed his
feet thrice.

(Kitab—al.-Wazu, Saheeh&ikhari)
Hathth: 25

25. Rinsing of rr~uth

The Holy ProDhet rinsed his mouth after drinking milk and said
~There is greasiness in the milk” (So rinsing of the mout~-is
necessary).

(Kata.b-al--Wazu, SaheehBukhari~
Haziith 54

26. Rinsing of mou:h

Su-.’~eidIbn YtrAn narrates: When we accanpanled the Hoiy
Proche~ towards FCnaiber, he askedfor means at Sahba. There
was only crushed barley with us which was served and all of
us ate ic. Then he rinsed his mouth and led prayers.

(Book of edibles. SaheehBukhari)
Hadith: 79

27. Brushing of teeth -

Hud.haifa said that ~then the Prophet got up to pray during
the hight, he cleansed his mouth with the tooth—stick (Miswak).

(Mishkat—al--Masabih: English version)
P-79

28. Purifying the mouth

Aisha reported God’s messengeras saying: “The tooth stick is
a means of purigying the mouth, and is pleasing to the Lord.”
Shafii, A1-ined, Darirni and Nasal transnitted it.

(Ibid: P—79 & 80)





29. Brushing teeth before every prayer

Hazrat Abu—Huraira narrates that the Holy Prophet said “If
I bad not considered cunbersanefor my follo~ers to cleanse
their teeth with the tooth stick before every prayer, I v~ould
have ordered then to do it”.

(Kitab—al-Juma: Saheeh&ilthari)
Hadith: 12

30. Avoiding bad breath -

Hazrat Jabir bin Abdullab narrates that the Holy Prophet said,
that the people who eat garlic and onions (uncooked) should
keep away fran our caripany or that he said he should keep
away f ran our rrosq~ie.

(Book of edibles: SaheehBukhari)
Hadith: 77

V. BATHING

31. Bathing on Friday

Ibne ~mar reported God ‘ s messenger as saying, ‘When any
of :~ou goes to the Friday prayer, he should bathe

(Bukhari and Muslim)
(Mishkat—al-Masabih Envlish Trazsla:~onP.108)

32. Abu Sa’ ~d repor-ed God’ s messengaras 5a;ing. “Bath:ng on
Friday is obl~gatorvon e~.-er.-cne~tc bas reachedpuberty”.

(&.ikbai: ~ Muslim) Ibid

33 Abu i-iuraira reported God’ s messengeras saying. ~I: is a
duty for ever-c- rrrjslirn to bathe once a week, washing his
head and h~s~ (Bw-thari and Muslim) mid:

34. Four reasons for bathing

Aisha said that the Prophet u:sed to bathe for four reasons:
after se-ninal defile-nent, on Friday, alter being cupped
and after washing the dead. (Abu Da~udtran~nittedit)

Thid:

35. After acceptance of Islam

Qais b. Asim said that when he acceptedIslam the Prophet
caunandedhim to bathe with water and lot—tree leaves.
Trimidhi, Abu Dawud and Nasai transnitted it.

Ibid:

--.1





36. After Mensturation

Han-at Ayesha (God be pleased with her) reports that the Holy
Prophet bade (us) to post.-pone prayers at the beginning of the
mensesand when the mensturation was over the impurities should
be washedoff the body and prayers offered.

(SaheehBukhari: The book of menses)
Hadith : 35

37. Bath at the time of entry into Makkal-i

It is narrated by Ayub bin Nafe’ y that Hazrat Ibn—e---Urier
stopped Talbiyah when he arrived near the Haran (the sacred
area) and spent night at the Le—Tawa’. There he said his
prayers and washedhis body clean and he used to say that it
was the sunnah (Practice) of the Holy Prophet(Peacebe upon him).

(Saheeh Bukhari: Kitth-al-Haj)

Hadith : 38

38. Bathing in privacy

Abu Huraira narrates that the Holy Prophet (Peacebe upon him)
said that the Bani—Israel bathed naked and one kept looking at
the other, but the Prophet Moses (Peacebe anon him) used to
bathe in privacy.

(The book of bathing & washing:
SaheehBukhari Hadi:h 30)

39. The processof bathing

Hazra: Avesha (God be pleasedwith rier) narrates: In the
processof taking bath after se-ninal defi1~ent, the Holy
Prophet (Peacebe upon him) washedboth The hands first.
Then he performed ablution as for offering prayers. Then
he d:cced his fingers in the water and car.bed the roots of
his ha.r with these. Then he poured handl’ils of water on
his head thrice and after that poured water over ~o1e of
his bocv.

(Ibid: Hadith: 1)





VI WATERJFOOD AND DRINKS

40. He who does not five water to others

Abu-Huraira reports the Holy Prophet as saying: On the day
of resurrection Allah would not care to look at three (kinds of)
persons nor grant than pardon. The first of these would be
the person who had water more than his needsbut refused to give
it to the way—farer.

(Book of irrigation: Sa.heeh ~.ikhari)
Hadith:7

41. A1l~vingwater for others

trwa bin Zubair relates that an Ansary had a quarrel with
Hazrat Zubair. (Tje matter was taken to the Holy Prophet
and) he said, “Zubair! let the water flow (to the fields
of others) after you have watered your fields’T.

(Thid: Hadith:9)

42. Giving water to the thirsty

Abu Huraira narrates that the E~1vProphet(Peacebe upon him)
said: A man felt thirsty on his war. He went dcwn into a well
and drank water. As he c.~rne out, he saw a dcg yelping and licking
ntid on acoount of thirst. He tnought it was also thirsty. So,
he took out water in his shoe andmade it drink. So Allah was
kind to the man and granted him Dardon. (Ibid: Hadith. 11)

43. rlr_ks -

Hanrat Ayesha (C-od be pleased with her) reports tne Holy Propnet
as saving: Every drink that intoxicates is prohibited.

çKi:ab—al—Wazu: Saheeh&tkhari)
Hadith: 105

44. Prohibited Flesh -

(The flesh of)all the praying beasts is prohibited.

45. Flesh of animals having canine teeth

Abu Thalaba narrates that the Holy Prophet had prohibited
the flesh of all the animals with canine teeth.

(Book of Slaughter and Game:
Sai-ieeh Boithari: Hadith: 55)





46.

47.

Flesh of assesand horses

Jabir ibn Abdullah narrates that at the time of the conquest
of Khaiber the Holy Prophet prohibited the flesh of the asses
and permitted the flesh of the horses.

Flesh of green—lizard or alligator

(Ibid:Hadith:

On one occasion the roasted flesh of green lizard was served
before the Holy Prophet. He turned t~vardsit but wa~stold
that it was the flesh of the green lizard. The Prophet stood
up (without touching it). Khalid (bin Walid) asked, “Sir! Is
the green lizard prohibited? He (The Prophet) said, No! but
since it is not found in our area, I don’t feel linking for it.

(The book of edibles: SaheehBo.khari)
Hadith : 27)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF WATER

In verse3O in the Chapter Al—Anbia of the Holy Quran,

~Urnighty Allah Says:

We made fran water every living thing. Will they not then
believe!

Fourteen hundred years back fran today, when the scientific
studies and I viedge had not yet been able to visualize the reality
that all the living creatures had been created fran water, this positive
stat~nentby the Quran in this espe, is a definite proof of the fact
that it is. a book fran Allah revealed to the Holy Prophet. Today Science
has, on the basis of observations and logical reasoning proved that man,
animals reptiles and insects as well as the plants all owe their creation
to water.

At another place t~-.e D~v~neverdict is as belc~

~nd Allah has crea:ed every animal fran water: 01 theii t~ere

are sane that crse~on their bellies:

Sane that walk on t-.~olegs:

~nd sane that walk or. fcur.

Allah creates ~hat He wiis.

For verily Allah has power over all things. So it is clear that
water is the basic elenent of all creation, and although its own primary
foim is liauid, yet all the solid living beings nre nothing but, the
transfonned shapes of water.

The substancewhich is the basis of a creation, is also the
power and potentiality that keeps it in living state, an exampleof
which is the Sun which is the creation of such elanents as have intensive
light and heat inherent in then, and. becauseof these elenents light
and heat have continued to exist in it for millions of years. Similarly
all the living creatures on the face of this earch have care into being
fran water, and so their existence also dependsupon water. The abundan
of plant, life and animal life (Animal life includes hi.nnan life also)
is proportionate with the qualtities of water found in various parts of





v.orld. Similarly whereverwater is scanty, life is also proportionately
thin, as it is in the deserts. Nevertheless a certain teriperatin-e is also
essential for the living beings, alongwith water. This is why these are
very scanty living creatures in the cold icy areas.

However the creatures that live in water are so nunerous, that
if the big fish do not devour the amnall ones and the fisherman do not
catch and bag millions and millions of these and provide then to hunan
beings for food, all the seaswtuld be stuffed up with fish within the
span of a few years only. Fishes are not found in large quantities
either in very cold or in very warm waters. The fish are a major portion
of hunan food and in areas lying near seashoreas those of Bangladesh—
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, England, Canada,~4merica etc, the staple
food of the people is fish. in Qüna also fish is the most favourite
food of the people, for these fish is abundantly available in the rivers
f lowing in the hinterland. So whereas water itself is the cause of the
creation of living beings, it is also a major potential for keeping up
and pranoting the life of these beings.

In addition to the extensive stores of food in seasand
rivers for hunan beings and the animals, food articles are gro~
on land also, with the help of water anJ these are consunedby hunan
beings and animals for the sustenceof their lives. It is a basic tn.ith
and also our everyday observation that despite the fact that hunan
beings and animals have the same ch~T1icalelci~entsintheir bodies as are
found :n the soil of this earth. They cannot take out the ingredients
of their fccd directly Iran the soil. On the other hand aIl the el~�nts
of food, like Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen, Phospooris. Proteins and Fats
etc are in the f~rst instance transformed through the ch~nical actlcn of
me water, and then grow fran the earth in the form of plan. These
rr.anv of the ~ngred~ents serve in their crude fr~t fcod for the animals,
andmany other are ~repared into food fit for hiur.an beings by cooking
then proner on f:re.

I: cn1~:through the agency of water that ‘:ar:ous in~redtents
of soil are :r~sfcnted into the shape of plants. Had there beer. no
water, ch~n~cil action uocn soil would have been ,jus: irrlts3ible and in
such a situation no living—being (Iran hi~nanor animal wor:d could ever
have exisced.

Thus we see that water which..is the fountain—head of all life,
is also the maln supoorc which serve as the agenc’: for all sorts of
living bodies.





THE MAIN USES OF WATER

The main purposes for which water is used are as follows:

I. (a) Danestic Use

1. Drinking
2. Cooking
3. Washing

(b) Personal Cleanliness and Hygiene

1. For washing hands and face.
2. For ablutions (in Muslim Society)
3. For bathing.
4. For cleaning after defecation

(c) C’eneral Cleanliness and Hygiene

1. Cleaning of the houses.
2. Cleaning of cooking utensils
3. Cleaning of kitchens.
4. Washing the food articles before cocking & eating.

II. Cleanliness within and outs:de the houses

a) For the drinking of the animals & washing then.

b) Fan~iing‘irrigaticn) anc gardening

III. Sou±ces of Water

a; Ocen wells and other fcr~-~ of wells.
b) Canals
C) Fountains
d) Rivers

- e) Rain water
f) Pondsand tanks.

IV. Cleanliness and Purity of water

V. Storage of water at hane

VI. Water charges — rates, taxes, etc.

VII. Basic Sanitation

a) H~nanexcreta
b) Garbage refuse
c) Animal waste
d) Waste Water
e) Food Hygiene.
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yin. House Sanitation

Ix.

a) Facilities for ablution
b) Facilities for bathing
c) Standards of clean arid purified water
d) Facilities for hunan excreta
e) Facilities for washing clothes
f) Learnings of water and food

Disease and Water, hixnan and animal refuse

a) Hunan excreta can be dangerous.Why?
b) Hunan excreta disposal can spread diseases.

What kind and how?
c) Waste water is considered dangerous- Why?

How to dispose?
d) Water can spread diseases. When and how.

X. Health, Sanitation Practices at Hane

XI.

a) Sleeving in the same roan with aninr.ls
buffaloes and horses.

b) Keeping animals in the house or in the
c) Keeping dung of animals in the house.
d) ~ash dunn in the house.
e) Refuse water throw inside and outside
f) Changeof clothes
g) Clean nose, eyes, teeth.

Public Hygiene

e.g. C~3,

courtyard.

the house.

a) Cleaning streets andbazars
b) Health Institutions.
c) Cleaning of Schools and institutions.
d) Sanitation of’ rail;vav—stat:ons.
e) Cleanliness of offices.





MAJOR PURPOSES FOR THE USE OF WATER

Of the main purposes for which water is used in our hczries, the
purpose of drinking is the biggest and the forenost one.

Living bodies require water in a regular and systenatic routine—
solution and digestion of food is facilitated by water and it is also
becauseof water that the surplus and undigestedportions of food are
excreted fran the body in the shape of urine and stools. Moreover the
impurities that find way into our blood and tissues are excreted fran
our bodies in the form of perspiration also, which too is facilitated by
the water that we drink. If a living body be not given clean water in
proper and reasonable qualtities, excretion of the unwantedand waste
positions of food is impeded, which causesvarious malodies in the interna
parts of the body.

In hot countries as Pakistan is and similar country as Bharat,
Bangladesh, Malaysia, Indonesia, Australia, Iraq, Syria, Saudi Arabia,
Yenen and other Arab countries, Libya, Tunisia, Algiers. Egypt, Sudan,
Nigeria situated io the Northern parc~ of Arrica, as well as those in
the Central and Southern .-~.frica and also those in Central and South
~erica, living beings persuire profusely because of the climatic effects
On account of this perspiration want of water soars high in the living
bodies. In such countries water must be consumedas thirst may require
a person to dr:nk. but care should be taken that this drinking water be
clean and clear, and free Iran all sorts of pollutions and germs.

The indication of the clean and pure water is that it is
glitte±’ing, transoarent. odorless and good to taste. Such water canes
oozing out of toe earch in the form of springs and since it canesout
after having be-en filtered :rtrough soil, therefore its free fret all
sorts of rnixin~s.

Such water ~as been termed as the ‘Ma—e---Maeen in the Holy (~ran.
In the Holy Book ~t has beenmentioned at more than one place that
those who would enter the paradise, v.ould be servedwith the bulk water
of Heavenly) fountains, contained in (beautiful) cups.

Such fo~m:atn.~Iran which clean and :_ure water bubbles out are
usually found at places that are situated on elevated ground. In the
fiftieth verse of the Surab “Al—M~rinean it has been said,

Translation: And We made the son of Mary
And his nDther as a sign
We gave then both shelter on he grow
Affording rest and security
And furnished with springs.

Water that oozes fran the ground in the shape of fountains is
filtered and quite clean, and as its main deposits are inside the ground
there is no dirt, filth or impurity left in it. Nevertheless when it is
stored in sane ~iall tanks, and Iran there it is poured out into water
vessels, sane impurities may also find way into it and germs of sane





diseasemay also creep in. Propermethods can be adopted to keep ourselves
safe Iran these germs. We shall throw light on these points in one of
the caning chapters.

In plains where water cannot be obtained directly fran the
springs bubbling out of the ground, wells are sunk and it is deposited
there. Fran there itis drawn up by means of buckets or hide—bags. If
proper steps are not taken in sinking a well, there is the danger of
entering of filth or creeping in of the germs of epidanic.s. We shall
write about the construction of wells and precautions to be taken to
ward of the germs in a chapter later on.

There are other means also, for obtaining water, wnich we shall
discuss later and shall also make mention of the precautions to keep
then clean and pure. Here we may only lay stress on the point that
drinking water should be clean and pure under all circl.instances otherwise
htalth of human—beings is bound to be adversely affected, and thus the
dreamof building up of a healthy society renains un-fulfilled.

We should keep the fact in mind that Islam lays great stress upon
the cleanliness and purity of water and definite instructions by the
Holy Prophet )Allah’ s salutations to him) to keep water pure and clean
recorded in our bcoks. If we act upon these instruct ions, we can keep
up a high level of our individual and national health.

The second important use of water in the houses is for the cooking -

of the food. Leaving sane of the food articles Iran arr~ongst the fruit
and vegetables, which we may eat un—cookedas cucumber, carrot reddish,
tanato and green leaves of mint, we cook all other articles of food and
than eat then. Of course water is neededfor everything that is cooked.
Like the water used for drinking, water used for cooking should also
essent:aliy be clean and pure.

If’ clean and pure water is not used for cook:ng food, Lrnturities -

contained by ~t will find way into our bodies and may cause mnalcdies.
There are sane imcurities which are easily visible to our neked eves, e.g.
particles of sand and earth, blades of grass and straw, leaves and bark
of trees etc. These can be r~toved easily. Sane of the nnnur:ties such as
leaves and bark of trees merge in water and the~nimpurities mix up with
it. With the mtxlng up of these, the water be-canes polluted and unfit
for use. If we use such water, the impurities pass into our bodies
alongwith the Icod we eat, and we becomesusceptible to various kinds of
diseases. -

The third main use of water in the house is for washing. Washing
includes washing of our own bodies, washing and bathing of children,
washing of our own clothes and those of our children, washing of the
floors of the houses, of walls, of bath—rocrr~, of kitchen and of the
cooking utencils used therein. The real purposeof all sorts of washing
is to r~oveall signs of filth and impurities. It is evident that filth
and impurities can be cleanedonly with neat and clean water. If water
is not clean and free f ran impurities, the articles that we washmay
becomemore unclear or more polluted, and in this way filth and impurity
will increase instead of decreasing. For example if we wash clothes with





muddy instead of clear water, these will not becar~clean and bright,
however much soap we may use. Similarly handswill not becaneneat and
clean, if we wash then with unclean water. On the other band more
impurities may be coatedover thai. If we bathe with water that is dirty
andmuddy, our bodies will be giving out bad ~nell. In s~ villages
where water is not available in proper quantity, people take bath in
ponds also. By bathing in ponds not only does filth cover our bodies,
but scc~timesbuches and similar insects stick to our bodies and canse
disease.

~Personal Hygiene and Sanitation

Health and cleanliness are the personal responsibilities of
every hiinan being. The more a person looks after the neatnessand
tidiness of his body, the better health he would enjoys and the better
health a person enjoys. The happier his life will be. Water is the best
instrui~nt for this purpose.

Allah the Almighty says in the Holy Quran

Ana sent down water fran the sky upon yoy, That thereby
He might purity you And r~ve fran you the fear(dLr’t) of Satan.

Islam is the religious of purity and neatnessand :t has
pressed ucon its foll~ers to lead a pure and clean life. ifl the Holy
Quran there are at marry places clear-cut’ amendnents regarding purity
and cleanliness. It has been told in these carir.an±ientsthat Almighty
Allah likes hur.an-beings that are clean and pure (physicaliy and
spiratu,allv). Thus the A]iiü~tv says:

Truly Allah loveth those Who turn unto him;
And loveth those
Who have a care for cleanliness

At another place He says:



—



with which it was washedcontaineddrops of urine or sane other filth
which cannot be seen by our naked eye. A thing washedin sucha way
cannot verily be unpolluted.

Purity is a matter concerned more with feelings than with sight.
A food may have been cooked in the cleanest of utensils, but if there be
in it sanesuch thing as is not permissible (to eat) according to the
Islamic code of law, the food, fran out point of view is polluted(and not
fit for eating).

Besidesvisible neatness and tidness of body (and clothes), it is
the purity and piety of heart and headwhich makespersonsdear in the
eyes of Allah. Becauseof this the Holy (~ran says about Mary (Peacebe
upon her):

When the Holy Prophet (Allah’s salutations be to him) who had no
parallel in piety and purity, was raised to the high office of prophethoc
was in the course of earliest revelations given instnictions, one of whic
was:

One thing should always be borne in mind and it :s that Islam
does not denand cleanliness of its followers, but along.~:chcleanliness
it also der.and purity of then, and parity is its real a~and object.
When ~ understand fran cleanliness of a thing is that ~t sho~look
neat and tidy and have no stains or blots on it. It is h~ever not
necessarythat such a thing is unpolluted also. i: is just possible that
the water -

And ~ren the angles said.

o Mar-: La’ Allah hath chosen thee and made thee pure arid
hath preferred thee above (all the ~anen of crca:ion(Al-e—Lmran:

So cleanliness and purity are the praililinary conditions for
gaining the approbation in the eyes oT Allay and so the Muslin’s should
take trn.ich more interest in this field as carrparedwith the followers of
other religious. Muslims who are regular in offering their prayers are v~
particular in purifying thenselves,becausethere can be no idea of
Islamic mode of worship with out the purification (of body and soul).

Ablution

CXit of all modes of ~orship “Salat” is the one on which greatest
stress has been laid. It is essential to perform ablution before of ferin~
“Salat. Thus a person who is in the habit of offering salat regularly ha
to wash five times daily those parts of his body that renain uncovered 1:
the course of his daily work and cane into contact with dust and other
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irnpuri ties. These parts are the too hn.nds, mouth, face, nostrils, feet
and fore—arms. Becauseof this the caimanchr~entof ablution has beengiven
in clear—cut terms.

0 ye who believe
When ye prepare for prayer, wash your faces and your
hands (and anns) to the e1bo~ Fb.ib your heads (with water);
And wash your feet.
To the ankles
If you are in a state of cerei~nial iniDurity, Bathe your whold bod

Only principles of ablution have beengiven in the Holy Quran.
Details are found in the Ahadith of the Prophet. In the books of Ahadith
there are seperacechapters wherein there are details of performing
ablution. According to thesedetails Istanja (washing of the private
parts) is essential before performing ablution so that if there is any
pollution with the private crgans it should be washed off. Althoi..gh sods
of earth or sanesimilar thing(e.g. tissue—paperof modern times) with
which cleaning may be done easily can be usef for this purpose, be with-
out washing it after that with water, there can be no purification.
There is a narration fran Ha~at Arias bLn Malik (Allah be pleasedwith
him) who has been in the personal serv:ce of the Holy Prochet (Peacebe
upon him) and is ~ as The Servant of the Proche: on the account,
that v~neneverthe Holy Prophet (Peacebe upon him) ~enc out to ease
himseLf, he or another young boy took a pot full fo water. with which the
Holy Prophet perfcrted Istanja.

In this connection the catman~entof the HoL; Prcche(~alutations
to hL-r fran Allah arid greet:ngs) is that -while urinating, one shculd cot
toucn h~smaic or~anwith his r:gnt hand, nor should cne cerfarn the
Istanja wi:h h:s r:ght hand. The Prophet has instructed us to use the
left hand for the ui-nose. The reasonfor this ca’rnacdcent. tha: usually
the rlght hand is used for eating.

In his cannentar-~ of the Ayab (verse) of the dolv Quran about
ablution, as quoted above, Imam Bukhari (the great muhadd±th)says that
the Holy Prophet (Allah salutations and greetings tc him) has clearly
ranarked that it is obligatory to wish once, every part of the body,
required to be washed in ablution. He says that the Holy Prophet performed
abulution as d~nonstration and during this denonstration, he ~shed
thrice every required part of the body, but not more than that. The
religious scholars have denouncedwasting of more water than necessary
and of exceeding the limits of the Holy Prophet’s actions as depreciable.

REgarding practice of performing ablution, Hazrat Irnarn (Allah be
pleased with him) has narrates : Hazrat Uttinat asked me for water and
performs ablution. First he washedhis mouth with water and clean his nose.
Then he threw water thrice on his face and thrice both the handsupto
the elbows. After that he rubbedhis headwith his wet handsand then he
wa~edeachof his t~ofeet thrice.





Washingeachof the required parts of body thrice is the Prophet ‘S

way of perfonming the ablution, washing more than three tin~s is departure
fran the Sunnah and also an u.n-appreciablewastageof water. Since water
was not abundentin Arabia, therefore moderation was kept in view in the
utilization of water. In our country as well i.n the many other countries,
drinking water is available but scarcely in multitudes of rural areas.
Since ablution has to be performed with clean and un-polluted water,
therefore it is taken fran the stock of drinking-water. Therefore it is
not proper in any way to spendwater more than what is really needed.

There are other instructions also regarding ablution. These
instructions are contained in the look of the Hadith . The first
instruction is that the personshould sit on a ~na1l stool and protect
his clothe fran the splashing water. In the beginning one should recite
“Bisnillah-ir-Relinan—ir-Ral-iim”, and the right hand should be washed
first. Then the left hand, the right arm and the left arm be wished.
Similarly when washing the feet, the right one should be wished first and
then the left one,. (After washing the hands) it is not enoughto rinse
the mouth with water. The teeth should be cleaned with a niiswak or a
brush. The Holy Prophet (Allah’s greetingsand salutations to him) took
great care of his teeth, and with every ablution he cleaned than with a
mis~ak. So during the sixty three years of his life, be los: only t~n
teeth (in tbe battle of Chud) and all his other teeth kept sale and
sound till the end of his life.

While passing water into the nostrils, it should be dra~nunwards
so that the dirst inside the nose may also be cleaned.

While perfonning ablutijn the various parts of the body should be
~shed in the same order as Masnoon (according to the nerfoimanceof the
Prcphe~). :fthere be a change in the order, the ablution is Lmperfect and
should be nerfonned again.

If a person enteres a r:v~r, a tank or a strear ln such a way as
all parts of body are drenched, he has the ablution :.erfoimed but it is
imperfect. So before entering such a body of water, one snculd cerforn
ablution prooerly.

Similarly .if a person takes bath, his ablution is c.erfon~dbut
it is imperfect. Therefore before caking bath, ablution should be performed
and then water may be poured over the body.

Lathes should take more care in performing the , beause
they wear rings on their fingers, bangles on their arms, ear—rings in
their ears, and nose—stringsin their noses. The piecesof ornaments
that are loose like bangles, allow water pass underneath and ablution
is performedbut water cannot passbeneath the rings, therefore these
should be rarovedwhile abluting. Similarly in washingthe ears and the
nose, ear—rings and nose—stringsmay be well shaken so that water may
enter the holes of these ornaments.
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If there be a v~oundor a boil on the hand the feet or the face
it is enoughjust to pass over wet hand over the relevant part and if
passing over of a wet hand may also be considered hanriful, the part of
body may be left dry.

If a wound is covered with a bandage, wet hand may be passed
over the bandage.Similarly if a fractured bone be bandagedwith
splinters or plastered passing of wet band over it is sufficient.

If a wcnian has kneadedflour and sane four be sticking with
fingers or nails, it must be removed so that water. may reach the skin
and nails. If this is not done the ablution sw~uld be imperfect,i.e.
cleanliness andpurification ~ould not be complete.

Bathing

Bathing is very useful for health and sanitation. In hot countries
as Pakistan is, bathing becomes still more essential. Islam has laid
stress on the cleanliness and purification of body and soul both. The
first phase of the cleanliness of the soul which may as well call
internal cleanliness is the cleanliness of the body.

Bathing is very useful for health and sanitation, ‘cut in sane
cases it is quite obligator:. The first situation is that of sexual
defilanent i.e. when a man beds with a women. There are sane other
51t iarions also, about which details are given in the books of religious
discussions. When a v~onenis free fran the monthly course, a bath is
sssen:ial f~r h~r to urifv cer body. Similarly alter the birch of a child
a bath is necessarywhen the excretIon of after delivery blood is
finished. Just as ablution is necessary for offering ‘Sala: s~n:larly in
s:tuat~ons;ct~retaking of a bath becomesobligatory, no person can elther
offer prayers or touch the Holy ~iran without ta~nga bath. The carmand—
rnent of Allah is clear regarding the matzer. ‘Wh~ch none :cuche:h save the
purified:. (Al:vac~a’79

The ~‘nnortacce cf bath and purification ma’; be 3uged fron the
fact, that the child is given both on its birth and when a person dies,
he/she ~s laid in a ~hrcuci after tne dead—bodyis given a bath and
purified.

&iles for taking bath

Just as there are rules for performance of ablution, similarly
there are set rules for taking bath also which must be observedwhile
bathing. The first rule is that both the hands should be washedfirst
of all. Then istanja(wishing of private parts) should be done with the
left hand. Then the mouth be rinsed thrice or still better is that the
teeth be cleaned with a miswak or a brush. Then water may be passed
into the nostrils thrice and the dirst inside the nose be cleaned. Then
all the process of the oblution be undertaken. After that water should be

poured on all the parts of the body. Soap should be used to clean the
dirt of perspiration and dust etc. Dirt, if it keeps sticking to the body
does not allow the body to keep healthy.
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For the purposeof bath Hunnams (Hot water bath houses)are found
in large m.rnbers in all the Muslims cctmtries of the ~or1d. In these
iublic bath—roans hot water is available in ~.ifficient quantity, and
peo;le go there and remove dirt fran their bodies thoroughly. Thesebath
houses are remnantsof the days when water in sufficient quantity not
available in every house, and arrangementsfor heating up of large quantit -

of water not there. In the days when water reaches every house. Through
pipe-lines and energy in the form of gas and electricity is also available
easily. So not only in every house but there is a bathroanattached to
every bedroom also. These bathroomsare in fact the developedform of the
Harrrnams of the middle ages.
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SANITATION INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE HOUSES

Thibbish and refuse do appear in evert house where people live
and cleansing the houses of this dirt and rubbish is an important
necessity. For the purposeof such cleansing we require water.

If housesare not cleaned inside and outside regularly and
every day, health of those who live there is adversely affected. In
cities where there are municipal camiittees and corporations, it is the
duty of these civic bodies to look after the cleanlinessof the roads and
streets, but in villages, where such facilities are not available, the
village people have to arrange themselvesfor the cleansing of the streets
For this purpose the ~rnen—fo1k of the house sweep out the roan and the
courtyard of the house as well as the portion of the street before the
house and take away the refuse to the fields where they throw it into
the manurepits. Manure is prepared from this household refuse which
is very useful for the fields.

In villages neople breed cows, buffaloes and goats for the sake
of milk and a2so i~eeoo:~enfor plough the fields. The dung of these
animals has also tc be r~noveddaily. If it is not removedfor a day
or t~cthe courcyard of the house is filled with bad smell and this bad
smell is very injurious for hunan health.

Inside the housesthere are generally brick—floors. Now—a—days
the floors are usually cemented. It is easy tc cleansebrick—floor or
cementedfloor. So after sweepingout the rocrr~the ~rnen—fo1k of the
houseusually wash cut the floors. If the cour~vardhas also a cucca floor
it is washed out with water, other-vise it is oust swept out.

After cleaning the house insIde ~nd outside is necessar-;that
the cleaner should aLso r~ve tne pollutions that ‘nave ccntactcr his
or her body. The better ~a; is that one shoulo bathe v~ithclean ‘.~ter
after cleaning out the house. In w:nter washing of hands, face arid feet
iS sufficient. However a hot water bath every third or fourth day is
useful. Taking bath on fridays is a parc of our t’uportant national
traditions becausejoining the Friday prayers after cleaning the body
and tidying u~of clothes is one of our i-nportanc religious obligations.
Although it is usually the men who go to the mosquesto offer Ji2ma
prayers yet now—a—days arrangementsare available in many mosquefor
the ladies to join the prayers (in a seperate enclosure). On FrIdays
people generally wash and bathe in their houses before the hour of the
prayer and put on neat and clean clothes to go to the mosques for
prayers. Whereasthis tradition is helpful for internal and spiritual
cleanliness and purificate it is also very useful for their physical
cleanlIness and health.

Public Health and Sanitation

Fran personal health and sanitation we cane to Public Health and
Sanitation, which we may term as carrnunity health and sanitation or
collective health and sanitation as well.





The general health and sanitation of every society is the collective
health and sanitation of the individuals. Thus the society in which the
individuals have the habit of leading a neat arid clean life becomesa neat
and clean society as a whole. In Europe, America and saneof the Asian
countries the standardof collective health and sanitation is very high
just becauseevery person feels his individual responsibility in the matter.
In Pakistan the individuals are still lacking the sense of responsibilities
which ensurescollective health and sanitation. People of many other Asian
andAfrican countries as well, are not enthusiastic a-bout this individual
and collective duty which refines the collective living of a nation and
a country. However it is only education and the way of upbringing which
is the best means of raising the general social standard of a country anda
cclTrnunity.

Cleaning up of homes

In the above—~Tittenlines we have said a good deal about the
cleanliness of houses. We have also told how important is the contribution
of water in this cleaning. Here we consider it proper to add that the
cleanliness of houses cannot be raised to a high level to the use of water
only. To achieve this purpose it Is necessaryfor us that we may speak
about other things also which can assist us in raising the standard of
cleanl:n~sshigh.

The first aide is soap. The cannonwashing soap is manufactured
and used in large quantities, but it Is used only for washing clothes.
Better kinds of soap is required for washing the body and for bathing,
but it does not only clean the body but also make it look fresh and bright.
ucn soaps are now available in the market in abundance.

In add~ticnto soap. we have to use for the cleanin~of foars
of roars, kitchens, baths and latrines sane such chemicalsas are insec-
ticides and deodrants and also germicides. The cheapest and the most
carrnon thing for the purpose is phenvle. The floors becamevery clean
when rubbed with p’r.envle mixed with water, arid v.e also get rid of insects
and germs. Then this phenvlic water passesinto the drains of dir-tv water,
it also helps in tne cleaning of these drains.

For the cleaning of kitchens

The portion within the house which should be kept neatest and
cleanest is the kitchen. Unfortunately it is this very portion which is
not given prpoer attention in cleaning. The result is that the food which
is prepared in our kitchens does not cane upto the high standardsof
cleanliness and there is always the danger of health being adversely
affected by the use of such food.

It is essential that the floor and the walls of the kitchen be kept
clean. The floor should be pucca whether of cement or bricks. The cemented
floor can be cleaned more easily than the other. It should be ~shed every
day and a little phenyle be added to the water for this purpose. The heartbs
and stoves should also be kept clean. Gas-stovesand oil stovesare in
cannon use now a days in all the countries including Pakistan. These can
be cleaned very easily. The rrnid—heartbs in which wood is burnt require very
little cleaning.





Cleaning of Utensils

In the cleanliness of the kitchen cleaning of cooking and eating
utensils is required the most. Alinost in every house a snail portion in
the kitchen is meant for the washing of utensils, fran where water passes
out into the street drain where in cities there is under-groundsewerage
system this water goes into the gutter. In villages people do not wash
their utensils in the kitchen but do it in the courtyard fran where the
water flows into the street—drain.

Only simple water is generally used for the cleaning of utensils,
modem scientific knowledgehas proved that cleaning cannot be perfect
by water only. Fats remain particularly sticking. Therefore it is necessary
for the thoroughcleaning of the utensils that sar~sort of soapor
washing po~wIerbe usedalongwith water. Thus not only ge greasinessand the
dirt are removed, but the utensils are cleanedof germs also.

In the areas of cold climate particular care and Islam is required
for the cleaning of utensils, for fats get quickly stuck to theseand so
do the other impurities. Well—heatedwater Is required for the removal of
these iimpurities. Though hot water removes t~egreasinessand other
impurities yet a utensil shouldbe washedat last since thrice for thorough
cleaning.

If sate utensils get polluted, there are different ways of purifyiri
d:fferent kinds of utensils. For example if mirrors, knives, gold and
silver ornamentsand utensils made of brass, iron and gilt are to be
purified the correct way is that these be rubbedwith clean and un-polluted
earth. If however, there are any drawings and paintings on the utensil
ft shoula be washed well with water only. ‘Ne snall write down about the
contamination arid purification of utensils in ar.otner chapter.

Making the Catile drink water arid giving them bath

Cattle arid hunan—bc-ir.gsare keeping canoanysince the very
beginning of life. Human—beingsbreedmilk-animals for getting milk
arid meat. There are sane animals that give milk ifl small cuantities
but their meat 15 generally eaten, e.g. goats and sheep. Wool is also
obtained fran sheep in addition to meat.

according to the Islamic Law, cows, oxen, buffaloes, goats and
sheep are permissible (Halal) animals. Camel is also permissible. Its meat
is eaten and milk drunk. All these animals are considered as clean and
tidy animals. Being herbivorous their dung is not so stInking as that of
carnivorous animals.

It is extremely essential to keep the milk animals and the animals
of plough neat, tidy and healthy, becauseif these be neat, clean and
healthy their milk and flesh would also be clean and health-giving if they
themselves are not healthy. Their milk and meat would also not be health—
giving. In fact milk arid meat of sickly animals sicken human-beingalso.





In the Holy Quran there is the mention of that carrnancknentwhich
was given to the carrriunity of the Prophet moses,regarding the sacrificing c
of the cow. As this carrnunity was quarrelsanand disputive, therefore
on their queries again arid again, the following identifications of the cow
were given to than.

(Moses) answered:La! He saith:
Verily she is a cow, neither, with Calf nor
~rnateur; (She is) between
The two conditions; so do that which
Ye are ccnrnended

Then the Quran Says:

(Moses) answered Lo! He saith
Verily she is a cow an—yoked;
She ploughth not the soil nor
Wateretn the tltlth: whole and without mark.

Althougn originally this cannan~entwas for the c~nunity of
Moses (Peacebe uoor. him) but it also stands for the ccrrunities aPPearing
afterwards. In tn~scarmanär.entthe descriptive aualities of the animal
are given, bu: as the meat of sacrificed animals is eatenwith relish by
all the carrriun~:ies.Therefore we can infer the descriptive qualities
of meat giving anLT.aIS fran this caTmanãnenti.e. it shculd be young and
there should be no bod:lv defected in it.

To breed good and ‘nealtny animals there should be good fodder and
clean tidy water for that. In villages people rear animals with an affection
and provide the best fodder an neat arid clean water for them. Anyhow sane
peoplemake their animals dr~nRwater fran such ponds in i~hichdirt and
impurities are mixed in the water. Often it so happensthat the animals
passurine and dung into it. So they drInJ~ not only dirty but also polluted
water. Making animals drink such impure water is playing with their health
whereas the milk they give is also not health—giving.

According to the Islamic social laws the leaving of a permitted
animal is pure- Thus Maulana Asbraf Au Thanvi (a renc’wnedMuslim Scholar
of the sub—continent)writes under the heading “Leavings of Animals”
that the leavings of the permitted animals like ram, sheep, goat, cow,
buffalo, deer etc and birds like mama, dove, pigeon, parrot, sparrow etc,
are clean and the vessel of water in which they drink water is not pollute.
It is therefore necessarythat they should be given water in neat and clean
vessels; and ablution and bath is permissible with the water left as also
clothes can be washedwith it. -





Apart fran giving water to than in cur household utensils like
bucket, tub, etc. it is also proper if we take than to drink at natural
fountains, brooI~s,canals or rivers. Anyhow water of all natural springs
and brooks and streams particularly those ninning in the hills is clean
and pure. The water of canals and rivers is also clean but as they go on
flowing various impurities keep on mixing with the ~ter. Therefore
instead of making the animals drink at the canals and rivers ~e should
give than water drawn fran wells or taken fran tap. However washing the
animals and giving than bath at the canals and river is useful.

Qiltivat ion

The most important and the most ancient of all the occupations in
cultivation. If man had not learnt the methodsof cultivation, be ~ould
have had to live on wild fruit and his standard of living ~uld not have
been very higher than that of animals. Man has learnt the arc of growing
various kinds of foodgrain, vegetables and other edibles; and with the
help of cultivation be has created different sorts of dainties and
varieties in his food. Moreover he learnt producing cotton through cal—
tivation and beganpreparing cloth fran cotton. Then he learnt to
produce saneother articles for cloth such as jute and fLt~, of which
many useful arc~cles are made. That is why we can call cultivat:on the
basic occupation of all h~nanoccupations; and it is due to this basic
profession that all our activities of life cane into existence.

In the Holy Qiran there is the mention of many Divine bounties
for the man but water has beenmentioned specially (at different places)
which is sent dc~i f:crn the heights in the form of rain and through it
vegetation grc~sa~dthe dead earth rivives. The A]snighty sais:

It is Allah ~ho hath created
The heavens and the earth
And sendeth do~ rain
Fran the skies and with it
&-ingeth out fnii~s ~nere with to fe�~ you.

In fact rain-water is the fountain — head of life. Yct only
does the dry and deadearth revive with it and there is life in various
forms, but all the water—storages which we see in the form of fountains,
brooks and streams, rivers, tanks and sea itself. Had no rain cane down
fran the sides, we could have seen no fountains, no brooks and streams
and no rivers. And when there bad been none of thesebodies of water,
wherefore could the seabe.
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On the one hand we see water flowing running and standing ott the
surface of the earth, but on the other hand it is running in underground
channels also. In its sub—terreneanjourney it reaches such parts of the
earch also ~tiere there is rio rainfall or is very scanty, therefore very
little is visible on the surface. Large tracts of land being poor in water
are bereft of vegetation also and this big desert appear on the earth.
An example of such deserts is the holy land of Arabia, the centre of which
is Mecca. In this holy city and hundredsof miles around it rainfall
is very seldan, but dowi-i the surface of the earth there is a very large
storage of water for thousandsof the past years in the foim of Zamzan.
Hundreds of thousandsgallongs of water fran this underground storage is
drawn fran thi.s storage and used every day, but no shortageoccurs in the
supply. In the Haj seasonabout twenty to twenty five hundred thousand
people gather in this snail city. All of then drink the water and also
take it with than in cans and bottles as a blessed gift. Still there is
no shortage of water at any time. This is a very bright instance of the
sub—terrenean journey of water. Another bright instance is that of the
undergroundwater ducts in our province of Baluchistan which are called

“KarezTT. These water ducts are very useful for cultivation and the fani~
and fruit orchards of Baluchistan are irrigated by means of these.

Mention of the rain water has been made at man:: places, in the
Holy Quran. For example at a place it is said:~

It is He ~ho sends down rain fran sky:
Fr’rn it ye drink and out of it ‘grcw)
The vegetation on ~thich ye feed your cattle.

Thus ~: ~s that the b~’.an—beings not only maintain their o~ii
lives by satisfying tha~selveswith water, that canesdown in rain,
but they also feed their ansnalson the vegitation that grc~ because
of the rain—water, and in this way they r~akemilk and meat avai~able
for theiiselves, ~ich are other (indirect) sourcesof fcod for than.

At another place there occurs the I’dllowing verdict of
Allah the Almighty ( in the Holy Qaran).

In the rain which Allah sends down fran skies, And the life which
He gives there with to an earth that is dead;
In the hearts of all kinds that He scatters Through the earth.





With help of rain—water caning d~ri fran the skies(heights) are
sustain our own lives and the lives of our arim~alson the one hand and
cultivate the lands to produce food for ourselves and our animals.

The biggest aide for farming is the rain—water. Oiltivation in
very large areas of the world depends upon rain—water. There are
canparatively very few countries and very snail areaswhere artificial
means of irrigation like canals, tanks and dams are errployed.
Fortunately for Pakistan, there is a very excellent network of canals
here, by which hundredsof thousandsacres of land is irrigated.
Additions have now beenmade in the canal systen and a network of canals
has also been laid in the plains of Sindh, due to which the areasof
Sindh have grown fertile.

In addition to the canal systen, large darns of water have also
been constructed in Pakistan, out of which the darns at ~iangla, Tarbela,
Warsak, barragesat Sukkur and Kotri, the darn at Kalabaghand many other
water storages are particularly mentionable. Two benefits are derived
fran the water blocked at these darns and barrages. Firstly we produce
hydro electricity fron it arid secondly hundreds of thousandacres of
land is irrigated with it. At Malakand the water of the river Swat has
been diverted through a tunnel and at Dargai a huge power generating
station has been constructed. The hydro electric power producedat this
pov~erhouse servesnot only the area of Malakandbut also crosses into
the northern areasof the Punjab and lights up hundredsof the villages
lying on and near its route. when the water canesout after feeding the
power—house it is distributed in snail canals a network of which has
been laid down in the district of Mardan. Due to these arrangenentsthe
whole district has becane very green and fertile and the cultivators of
the area have becaneprosDerousby growing sugar-caneand Tobbaco.

The water which we make use of through the dairs and barrages
~s that which canesdown into the plain. However the areas lvinz in
hills, ]cv—hii~ and the piateous canr.ot make use o±such water Cur
capital ci:-: Islarnabad~s a clear example of such a ncn—bencfit::ng area.
The site of this c~r is a little higher tnan the v:c~nitv and nence no
benefit can be der:vsd frcin either o~the t~t rivers, the indus and the
~Thehnnflowing on its western and eastern side.

In such a table—land area. we stand in :ieed of constructing
such other storages of water, where rain—water may be collected -and used
for the purpose irri;ation. In the areaswhere land is rocky, the
under—ground level of water is low and sinking of wells is very difficult
rain—water can be stored for the purpose of drinking also, but in is
extranely difficult to keep this water clean and un—polluted.

Such water-stores can be constructed in the form of snail darns arid
tanks. In the area of our plateau of Potohar, construction of such snail
dams and tanks is a special need. Here such natural tanks have cane into
being at various places, in which water keeps building f ran undergroundand
that of rain also collects. For exarriple in the Distt. of ~Thehaiithere is a
snail lake at Kallar Kahar and a number of tanks at Katas Raj. Water of
such natural reservoirs may not only be used for the purposeof irrigating
the fields but also be after scientific filtration used for drinking.
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Now in this area snail storeges of water are being constructed
under ABA]), a Govt. Depar1~nent for the developi~entof rain-fed areas.
These reservoirs will be helpful for the developrient of rain—fed areas.
These reservoirs will be helpful for the agricultural developiient of the
area and drinking water will also be abundantly available.

Tanks for the storage and use of rain-water were constructed
even before the creation of Pakistan but in those days procuring of
facilities for the supply of water was not looked upon as Goverrxnent
responsibility. Only the philanthrophists took the job upon thanselves.
These philanthrophists constructed snall dams or tanks to collect rain-
water. Such snail-dams are called “Bann” in Punjabi. Such ‘~Banns”are
generally found outside big villages. A big tank of this type built up
of baked bricks was in the city of Rawalpindi also. It was called “Bann
Ma! Veero” and becauseof this Bann the habitation around was called
Banni. Mohaiiah which is its official name to this day.

If we take a round of the country—side of Pakistanwe shall see
outside big villages generally and snall villages occasionally such
snail dams or banns. Only clothes are washedby the w.ineniolk of the
village or animals made to drink water at these. The water is full of
impurities and it not usable for any better purnc~e.

In addition to cultivation, water is also used for planting fruit
trees. Plantation of fruit orchards adds to the beauty and freshness of
the a~osphereon one side, but on the other side it exls:s very healthy
influence uccn the national econany. The econanv of all t’~o fruit
producing countries of the world is much better thar. that of the carrnon
agricultural countries. Fran these countries not only fresh fruit is
exported but the fruit preserving industry becanesone of ~ts notable
spheres o~inccr~e.

Before the es~ablishnentof Pakistan, the fruit growing areas
cf the sub—continent were mostly in the barts now c~Dris:ng Eharat.
Only in the Frontier Province and Baluchistan graces peaches,pears
and similar ~ir.ds of fruit were grown. The raa:ning areaswere cultivated
mainly for focd articles. Production cf fruit ~ very little.

After the establis~inentof Pakistan, ncr couragea.isfarmers and
fruit gr~versadopted new and mcdernmethods in the field fanning and
gardening, and in this way explored new avenuesand found out new
horizon in the realm of agriculture. The result was that production
per acre went up a lot and the area under cultivation for wheat and rice
also increased. Thus we have by now becaneself—sufficient in wheat,
whereas our rice is being exported in larger ‘quantities and earning large
amounts of valuable foreign exchangefor us.

The most wonderful prcgress has beenmade in the field of fruit
plantation and production. Previously mango and banana~re consider~d
to be the producing of those area-s that are now parts of Bharat. Apple
was also grown mainly in Kashnir, Kangra and Kullu hills. A snall quantity
of it was grown in the Frontier Province and Gilgit also. Now-a-days the
best mango and the finest banana as also nice varieties of apple are being
producedin Pakistan.





Gardening is a very fine occupation of one’s life. Different
kinds of fruit occupy special place an~ngthe bounties of Allah. The
food given to h~znanbegins in the food of fruit is the best food. Mention
has been specially made in the Holy Q~ranof sane special fruit like,
figs, olive dates and grapes, on more than one occasion. People who
deserve to go to Paradise on account of their good deeds, have been
given the pranise of being sent to paradise and alongwith it very happy
ne~have beenbroken to then, that there they would be give upon very
sweet and delicious fruits. Those fruits would look like those that they
had been seeing in this world and those that would enter paradisewould
say, “These fruit are nothing ~t the same that we have beenenjoying
in the world”. Anyhow those will be much better in taste and delicacy
then those of this world.

Irrigation of fields and orchards

Irrigation of the fields and orchards is necessaryto grow good
crops and obtain better fruit. There are t~omain means of irrigation
that are being utilized upto this day for the purpose of irrigation.
The one is the well and the other the river or the canal.

The caTmanäTlent of the Holy Prophet, (..Ulah’s salutation and
blessing on him) regarding irrigation are clear—cut. He has said:
‘Block not the extra—water (than year needs) that even grass may not

grow fran it. (The Pock of Irrigation: Saheeh &ikhari : Hadith 4).

It ieans that when a person has irrigated his own fields by
water fran his ~ii w~l he should not block the rsnaining water, but
allow it to flow into the cannon land of the village, so that grassmay
grow there uccn ~n~cn the cattle of the village may graze.

SLtularv there is a tradition in- the books of Hathth as.

An Ansart had a quarrel with Zuoair (C-cd be pleased with him)

regarding the Harra Stream, by wnich he watered his date— palms.
The Prophet (Sallallah—o---llaih—e—Wa—Sallam) said, 0 Zubair!
let the water flow to the fields of your neighbour. (~ikhari~
Kitab—ul-Masaqat: Hadith 10).

After this the deail of the quarrel by the Ansari has been
given in the bxDcL.~.However a basic principle has been expandedthese
which is that the man whose fields happey to be situated by a canal
a river or the channel of a tube-well should release the water for
his neighbout and he has ful-filled his needs.

it is narrated in the Ahadith of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon
him) that Allah would neither look upon nor speak to three kinds of
persons : Firstly the one who swears and overprices his businessarticles;
secondly who swear and thus strive to encroach upon the property of others;
and thirdly the one who blocks the water extra than his needs. It is
narrated thus about this third kind of man.
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‘God would say unto him: I shall today block my rrnmificence
frcm you just as you had blocked the water which was extra than your
needs, whereasyou were not its creater”.

The carznancknents of the Holy Prophet(Salla-Allah---o--Alaihe—wa—
Sallam) expoundthe social law of Islam that all people have rights
upon water because it is Gcd-fiven bountry. He who blocks the water and
wants to deprive others of this Divine gift, is ccrrrnitting a grave sin.

Water — Mills

The water—mill is a thing indirectly connectedwith farming.
In this age of mechani~nthere are big flour mills in almost every
country of the world. Thousandsof maunds of grains are ground in these
mills every day. These flour mills are actually the prcgressive forms of
the water—mills. The first machine which the h~nan—beingsprepared and
harnessed a force of nature to propel it was the water—mill. Water pc~ver
which in its basic form is the strongest form of all the forces of
nature is harnessedmake it work. In modern times electricity is produced
fran water’s natural force and this electric-power propels more than
half of the tctal ma2hinery in th~world.

Use of water for the working of water-wells is being rna~e in all
the countries of the ~orld since long. Its presence in the a~:culrurist
set up of soct::: is of great benefits. It cecanes very easy to grind
food—grains locally a: the witer—mills and wherever a fe~water-~i1ls
be working a: a s:rea~,a niriber of surrcund~ngvillages becarie self—
sulficient in flour. The flour ground at a water—mill is also very
health—giving - becauseall the vitamin keep intact in its, ~tiereas they
get usualL: destroyed the big flour—~tiills, due to the ex:ra—ord:nary
heat producednv the circ~rvolution of the heav’- steel rnach~ner:.The
use of water-never for the working of ~ater-~-n!il brought toe idea of
turbine with. Thus the -.va:er—rnill is virtually the fore—r-~-iner cf toe
hvdro—electr:c ~c’.’.er-house. The ;‘.teel ‘.yith b:Z dents TjOVCS the ~ter
mill is like the elec:rtc turbine in shane. Then it is not only the
idea of prcc~ic:nge1ectr~c:tv frcin wa:er tria: has been stim~kupon by
us becauseof the water mill but the basic concept of the shape cf the
turbine has been taken fran there.
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THE MAIN SOURCES OF WATER

Many sourcesof water are being used (by manking) for thousands
of years. Even in the times where the Globe was very sparsely populated,
different means ~re u~dfor the procur~nent of water. Of these means
the old are those that cane into being naturally and the most modern
are those which are dependenton canplicated mechanical instrunents(of too

Streams and Rivers

Streamsand rivers are the gifts of nature. Man has to spend no
labour on these: This is why the olden times townshops were generally
located on the bank of streamsand cities were mostly situated on the
bank of rivers. Nearly all the big cities and capitals of European
countries like London, Paris, Vienna, Venice and Rane; Cairo and
Alexandaria, in Egypt, Baghdad, Iraq, Sarrrnarqandand Bokhara in Middle
Asia and Lahore, Delhi, Allahabad, Patna, Calcutta and Dacca in the
sub—continent, ~abul in Afghanistan, Bangkok of South-EastAsia, many
big cities of China and sane of the very big cities in North and South
Americas are situated on the banks of rivers. Sane amall townships of -
England became inhabited on the banks of &nall rivers came to be known
by the names of those rivers as Cambridge, ~ford, Stratform—on—Avon etc.

I: means that the association between man and river is
very old. Cr~eof the reasons for this association is that the rivers
served as naural h~nderancesfor the invaders. Secondly the rivers
were big stores of ~ter and thirdly the served as wa:er—h:ghways.

the ~ol~ Qtiran v~efind mention of that r:ver cn the banks of
which stood inc anctent rtver of Misr. It :.vas this river into whtch
the mother of Moosa (Peacebe upon him) received the :nsniration of
throwing him after placing him in a ~oden box. Thereasthere is a mention
of Paradise in inc Holy Book. there is also a mention of s:rea~ of
honey, miLL~ and clear water.

According to the Islamic Cods- of Life, flowing water is clean
and hence it is permissible to perform ablution or bathe in their water.
Anyhow there can be such pollutions as are invisible to naked eve, as
there can be geims of diseases. Therefore water of streamsand rivers
should not be drunk even if it may look neat and clean. In this connection
people belonging to Muslim society have always beenparticularly careful.
So they dug out ditches and sunk wells at sane distance fran the river-
banks, in which water came after being filtered through sond and earth.
The water of these ditches and wells is drinkable. If we have a look at
the big cities built by Muslims on the banks of rivers, we shall notice
large wells near the bank f ran where drinking water is obtained.
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Springs

Nature has made fine arrangei~entsfor making water available to
biinan and other living beings. The real fountain-head of all water is rain
but it penneats through strange channels and goes down to the lower
strata of the earth and then it collects into subterrenean pools. But
one of the qualities of water is that it cannot r~nain closed in any
particular place. In the underground pools which are sanetlines very big
water to the quantity of millions of gallens ranains stored up and as
it keeps on flowing in f ran the outer surfaceof the land, therefore its
pressure keeps on increasing.

Spring

At length at a place where the outer crust of the earth is
weak and cannot withstand the pressure of the water, it rushes out in the
form of a brisk spout and then a soring flows out. When a spring start
running, it keeps on running permanently. Anyhow, if it so happens that
by the fall of big hnnp of earth, or becanseof a violent earthquacks,or
due to sane changewithin the earth, there is a change in the vol~e
of water and the spring is block, the results are very serious. The
pressureof water increasesand a large track of land is affected and
the land begins to slide. This process of the land is called “land—slide”.
The foundations of the houses situated in the area begin slip~ing,
walls, sate do~nand at tunes carplete villages sink in the earth.

Natural springs are generally found in riiliy areas where
v.ater permeates fran the tops of hills do~ into the depths of earth,
where it keeps collecting and at length rushes out fran sane weak point
of the ear-~. There the people fix a piece of n—pipe througn which
the water canes gushing out. Occasionally a ditch is dug out beneath the
pipe, in which water keeps collecting and people keep on taking water
according to tneir needs. But dust fran the air and dirst fran the
water—vesselsof the pe-cpl~ keen gathering therein. On account c~these
irnourities. the water of the ditch goes not renain drinkable. Ar.vhow
such water rr.av be used for washing. bathing and cleaning the clnthes arid
utensils. Since this spring keeps on running, therefore amall drains
may be dug fran the ditch and the water may be used for irrigating
fields and fruit-orchards

A Natural SDring

The hard—~orking farmers of sane of the billy areasmaking
fields like steps and channelizing the water of the spring sax
paddy in these fields. Paddy of fine quality can be grown in such fields
and the needs of the local population can be met to a large extent.

Paddy fields in the hills.

The water of a natural spring is the best and the purest. One
of the qualities of the earth is that when the water is sifted through it,
all the impurities reriain in the earth and the useful rock-salts get
solved in it. Due to this process the water of the spring is very clean
and health-giving.





However when a spring is in the lc~~erpart of a hill and the
upper part of the hill is inhabited, sane water fran the dirty drains
may find way into the sub—terreneanpoo]. of ~iter. If per chance there is
a big drain of dirty water passing near at hand, the risk of dirty water
getting mixed with the undergroundclear water is great. In such cases
the water of the spring gets contaminated, and germs of various
diseasesparticularly Typhoid. Dysentry and Cholera may also creep into
the clean water. If sanecontagious diseasebreaks out in the vicinity,
the spring usually gets contaminated with the germs of that disease.
Water of such springs in not drinkable and if at all it may be used for
drinking purposes, it should be boiled and cooled before drinking.

In Europe and PLnerica and in sane civilized countries of Asia
and Africa people boil and cool the water before drinking it. On this
account they renain safe fran contagious diseases that spread through
water. In back~rdand progressingcountries the custan of boiling the
water before drinking it, is very rare. If therefore infections diseases
break out in such countries there is very little scopeof protection fran
these. In these countries the Municipal Ccmnittees get the water
disinlected with chlorine or sane other germicide before allowing it
to pass into distribution pipe lines. Thus the infections diseasesare
fore—stalled to a great extent. Water taken f ran sprin2s and wells may
however be boiled in the houses so that geT-irs of diseasesmay be finished.

Rain-Water

The Almighty Allah has mademention of a good many of His bounties
gifted out to huna-i-be±ngs.The bounty has been given priority among all
the material bounties is the rain, becauseit is the rain—water on
account of which all other bounties cane into existence. We have given
reference cJ a few verses of The Holy Quran in previous pages.

The rain—water is the cleanest arid the purest water. There is
no pollution or dirt in it. Only sane carttcles of dust are mixed in it
while rain—drops are travelling in the a~nosphere,but these particles
are so light that they do not affect the purity of water.

On ieaching the surface of the earth, water mixes with the
impurities of the earth and becanesunclear. As it runs on it gathers
density and becanesmore unclear. Ho~ever when this water sinks into the
earth and canes out in the fcrm of a spring it is quite clean and pure.

In areas where there are very few springs, wells etc, rain-
water is looked upon as an unlImited bounty and if by the way of gaining
benefit fran this bountry. This water may be stored for useful purposes,
it is not an impossible or a very difficult project.
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In many countries ~bere there are areas in ~ich rain does fall
but underground storages for water are not formed, devices for storIng
rain—water have been adopted. One of these devices is the construction
of snail dams. Like other countries this device is being tried in Pakistan
also. These snail sarns are econanical in expenses,but the water stored
in then is not fit for drinking or cooking purposes. However it can be
used for bathing, washing and cleaning the houses. Another profitable
purpose for ~ich it may be used is irrigation of vegetable fan~ and
meeting of the needs of poultry farms. The vegetable grown in farms
irrigated by rain—water are very savaoury and health-giving. On the other
band the canal water contains much more impurities and vegetablesgrown by
using this water are inferior in taste and food value.

In a-dition to snall darns rain—water can be stored in tanks and
cisterns. For storing in tanks the rain—water is gatheredfran roofs. If
the roofs of the houses are kept quite clean and for the first few
minutes the water may be allowed to run of f and then it may be made
to new into the tank, it ~uld be clean and pure. This water is fit
for perfdrming ablution, bathing washing clothes and utensils. It may
be boiled and cooled for the purpose of drinking.

In hilly areas where tin—pla:ed ircn—sh~etsare generally used
for roofing the houses, storing of rain—water is very easy. A narrow
drain—line made of the iron plates is fixed with the brim of the roof
and at the t~ ends, there are pipes hat flow into the large—drains
standing on the ground. The drain-l is fixed with the brims of the
roof on the other three sides also, but their level is so gradedas to
make all the water ran into the frontal dr..r~s. This water is part:cularly
used for bath—roans, and if rains are frequent and the state water can
be replaced after sanedays, it may be boiled and used for drinking also.

In cooler areas, the stored rain-water can be used for ~anv
days, because its ~ell~ and taste do not go bad for many days. Tr~ the
hilly areas ~there rains are frequent, water £ra~ roofs can be ut:lized
very usefully. becrwse stale water can be replaced after brief :ervals,
and so fresh and health-givlng water re~’.a!nsat hand.

Wells

Another main device for getting water is the well. it se~risthat
peoole ~e’.v about digging and benefit~edfran wells since very old times.
Wells existed during the day of apostles Jacob and Joseph (Peacebe or.
both of than). The step—brothers of the prophet Joseph had tried to kill
him by throwing him into a well, on the basis of which Joseph and the
well have becar~an aphorisn in our literature. Similarly there is a
Biblical story associated with the well of Babylon.

In the beginning people used to dig ditches on the banks of
the rivers, in which river water came trickling through the clay.
Later they started di~ing wells at placed away fran the channels of
the rivers. Usually water appears in all areas at the depth of ten to
twelve meters, but in areas where there are rivers, the under-groundlevel
of water rise and water may be available even at a depth of five or six
meters. The areas where there is a net~ork of canals, the under-ground
level of water rises still higher.
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Ho~verthe under-ground level of water in dry areas is very
low and water is available only after a good deal of deep boring. Anyhow
the deeper the water is, the cooler and the more delicious it ~ould be,
and the more abundantly it wcxild be available. In the sub—continent
Slier Shah Sari had constnicted a road frcm Murshidabad to Peshawar and
on its sides he had got wells sunk at reasonable distances. Many of these
wells satisfying the thrust of people even after four hundred years of
their original digging. The water of these ~ells is very cool and sweet
and in the suxmer season~then nearly all the wells of the vicinity have
dried up, the influx of water in these wells ranains the same.

A well of Slier Shah Sun’s Time

In regard to deep wells, a few points have to be kept in mind.
The first point is that the peope of the well should be reasonably high
and the openining narrow so that no animal may fall into it easily. The
secondpoint is that there should h~a ~teel with it to ~t~ch a pei~nanent
bucket should be attached and no other bucket should be sent do~nfor
arawir-ig water.

These points should be kept in view even in the caseo~wells
that are not deep, but if an animal or a person happens to fall in a
deep ~ll. its body is not easily visible~and their are chancesthat
pecole ma’: go on using impure and polluted water till the body ~.s
detected.

Now—a—days proper precautions are taken even in v~llage in
digging new and repairing old wells. Previously 7 paraoets of wells
sunk in the villages were not su±ficientlv raised fran the ground and
the wanen folk brought their clothes and did the washing near the well.
It is very harmful to wash clothes or throw dirt near the wells, for
~f the dirt does not go in the well directly, it may trickle through the
walls of the well and ‘.then there is the fear of an epid~nic, the danger
of its raging through the agency of the well becanesirrrnine.

The Persian Wheel

The oldest device used for the watering the fields is the
Persian Wheel. As the wtieel revolve the water canes up in sriall earthernware
or in jars, arid these jars go down ~nptying th~nselvesin a drain, which
runs through the fields distributing the water on both sides. Thus the
fields are irrigated. Vegetables are usually grown in these fields, which
are not only greater in quantity than those grown in ordinary fields,
but more delicious also.





Persian wheels are usually constructed on ~lls that are bigger -

in circtinference and deeperthan carrw~n~lls. The quantity of water
in then is greater and since fresh water keeçs replacing the stale one,
therefore this water is suitable for washing, bathing, performing
abulution and drinking. Howver the place for washing arid bathing should be
at a little distance fran the well and it should not flow towards the
fields otherwise the plants in those fields would wither away because
of the soa~ywater. The vegetablesalready with the plants will lose their
tase.

Rand-pimp

In sane of the canal areas the surface of the under—ground
water is so high that if a pipe is stuck four or five meters beneath the
ground surface and hand-pump fixed to it, water will cane up easily. So
hand pump are found in large numbers in the plains of the Punjab and Sindh
Being very near the surface this water is occasionally saline and often
bad in taste. Therefore this water can only be used for washing andbathinE
but it is harmful to drink. If the level of the water be very near, a
good deal of impurities find way into it. In such case the water is not
suitable even for ablution.

However hand=punpsare also fixed in such areas where under-
ground level of water is not so high, but is available at a depth of thirt
to forty feet. Water which is at such depth is not saline and is free
fran all sorts of irricunities.

Sketch of a hand pump.
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Water of such hand pumps is most suitable for drinking. In
new colonies where pipes have not been laid for house to house service
of water hand-pump are a great boon through these people can have water
neededby theii in every house. Now-a-days people attach motors to the
pumps and fill up their overhead tanks. With this arranger~entbathrocn~
can be cleaned well. Anyhow electricity is essential for motor-pimi~s,
and the hand-pump is the best device for obtaining water at un-electri-
fied places.

The best device for obtaining water in these days is the
tube—wells. In this systan deep boring is done in the ground and water
is dra~ by motor pump and stored in the tank which is a good deal
above the ground level and fran there it is supplied in hanes through
the pipe—line. Since water canes fran a good deal of depth, therefore
it is free frcni all impurities. it is the most suitable water for
~shing, bathing, perfoiming ablution and drinking.

Tube wells are constructed on the same principle on which
deep wells were sunk in olden times. The only difference is that
boring machineswere not invented in those days and manual labour was
aiiployed for deep digging. In the modern times this wDrk is got done
by machines, which saves much labour. The seconcL benefic is that no
impurity can mix with water in its upward journey through iron—pipes.
The third benefit is that due to the tube—wells the level lowers to a
great wild growth. In the areas where rivers flow abundantly water
rises high which maL’~esthe land much saline. Crops cannot grow well
in such areas. In large tracts of ?ak~tan~there there are canal
networks, salinity has played havoc there. Similarly brackishnesshas
beencausing great harm to these areas. Besides Pakistan Bharat is
also confronting this probl~ri. In East and West Bengal, however, jute
and paddy ;row excellently, despite the fact that the under—ground
level of water in both the areas is very high. This reason ~s that
the rivers bring new clay every year and hence the fertility of the
soil is not affected.

In Bangladesh. Buima. Malaysia. Singa~re, Viet—Yamn and
sane other countries of South East ~ the problen of water is similar.
There is ample of rainfall in these countries, but these rains fall
only during tne monsoons. In the reraining months water beccrnes
scarce.





An easy criterion to judge the suitability of water for ~ashing
and performing ablution is that is case there is no change in the colcur
taste and snell of the water, it is fit for use. According to the
Ahadith(saying of the Holy Prophe:(Peacebe upon him) if the length
breadth and depth of a tank exceedscertain dimensions, its water is
not polluted. If sane sort of impurity cr dirt falls into such a tank it
settles at the bottan and water canesup as clear which is suitable for
use. About pollution and re—purification of the various water—bodies,;ve
shall give details in a caning chapter.

In our villages there are many where the earth is rocky and
wells cannot be sunk. There are no natural springs either. In such
villages people as to make snail enclusures for the storate of rain—water.
Since in the pre—pakistandays the Governmentdid not take up it the
responsibility of arranging for the means of water—supply, therefore in
many rural areas obtaining of water becausea big probiai~ for the people,
who could not make any solid arrangenentsbecauseof their poverty. So
they made snall enclosures for the storage of rain—water and used that
water for practically all the purposes.
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&it in the sub—continent,there are many big natural tanks,
where rain—water gets abundantly stored. In Bharat, there is a very
large natural tank of this type which is several miles in length and
breadth. On account of this length and breadth it is called Ana Sagar.
In Hundi language the word Sagar stands for sea. It is presiined that
in that sagar there is not only rain—water in it but also the water
that oozes fran its bottan. The water of this tank is neat and clean
and it is suitable for all purposes except human consumption. People
of the locality however drink it also.

In Pakistan there is a big natural tank or lake at Kallar Kahar,
a place in JhelunDistrict. A peculiarity of the lake is that it is
situated at on elevatedspot and the surrounding area is lower in
height. Water bubbles into this lake fran its bottan and the rain-water
also canes in fran the sides. This water is also neat and clean and can
be used for all purposes.

In the District of Jhelum there are tanks of olden times at
a place called Katas Raj. Water in these tanks is perennial.

Constructed tanks

A big enclosure of rain—water

A view of a natural lake

Tanks occupy a very Important place among the means of water-
supply. In a thbe—~ellwater fran sub—terreneariarea is drawn up and
stored in an elevated tank, fran where it is distributed fran house to house





by means of pipes. Similarly water is stored in big dan~and fran there
brought to cities by pipe-lines and stored into elevated tanks made
of steel—sheetsor concrete, fran where it is distri~xztedto the people
in the city. The steel-tank are usually coveredat the top andhence
r~nainsafe fran dust and other impurities. Thesetanks may be cleaned
after intervals of one or two years. Anyhow a great disadvantageof
closed tanks is that such tanks cannot derive benefit fran the sun and
the wind which are natural germicides. The concrete tanks are also
coveredin sane casesand only a snail opening is left fran which men
can cane down and clean then. But un-covered tanks are mach better because
these can be easily cleaned and full benefit of sun and wind can also be
derived for their germicidal action.

The role of the tank is very praninent for supply of water
to the people living at hill—stations. At these stations water is brought
fran fountain heads by means of large pipe andstored in tanks constructed
at the highest point of the hill and fran there it is distributed
through pipe—lines. On such hill stations very large water tanks are
constructed, in which water can be stored in millions of gallons. Since
the atmosphere in the hills is very thin, therefore very little dust
falls in their dry leaves keep on falling in the tank and spoiling the
water. The appropriate thing is therefore to clear off the clusters
of trees if there are such nearby the tanks.

A Large Tank of Water

The systen of water-supply with the aid of tanks is prevalent
in many countries of the world. In hills this syscen is inevitable.
At times water has to brought fran such fountain—headsas are ac a
distance of many miles. Large pipe—lines are to be laid for miles and
many precautions have to be taken in this connection, so that it may
not leak in the way. Special staff has to be appointed to keep the
line protected and the pipe has to be so strong that it may not be
damageableby sub—versionists.

Canals

One of the major meansof supplying water is the canal systen.
Canals are taken out of rivers and every canal irrigates a large area
through which it passes.Canals are not very useful for the supply of
drinking water but for the purposeof irrigation no other systen is so
useful as canals.





~it now a days water is neededin large cities in so big
cpiantities that canal—water is collected in large tanks and filtered
in filer—plants. They it is provided to the people through pipe—lines,
for their household needs.Many Impurities dissolved in the water are
renoval by the processof filtration, but the germs of diseases like
dysentry and diarrhoea are not eradicated. For the eradication of
gen~sane chenicals, particularly chlorine is used. At times inferior
type of chenicals like bleaching-powerare used, inferior type of
cheriicals may kill diseasegerms, but certain maladiesmay also crop up
in human body by the use of such dis—infected water. The best solution
is that water for drinking purposes at hanes may be boiled before use.
For other needs like washing and bathing water can be used without
boiling.

According to the Islamic code of social life, water in rivers,
canals, streams, i. e. all flowing water is clean and pure. When we use
the word pure for any article we mean that the thing is free fran
impurities and pollutions. Purity of things has special association with
~Namaz”. If the dress is pure, i.e. not stained or soiled with blood,
urine, stools, mud or sperm, we can offer our prayers in it. Prayers
(Namaz) can be offered at a perfectly clean spot, i.e. where there is
no dir-c. If the praying carDet or board is perfectly clean i.e. marJe
of cloth or wood or wool or pexmiss~bleannnals, or is the dried skin
of a permissible animal like goat, sheep or ram, offering of prayers
on it is correct.

Similarly, as running water is pare, it is allowed to bathe
or perform ablution with it. But if sane impurity or pollution is
;lainlv visible e.g. blood may be mixed in water, or the deadbody of
a person or an animal may be floating in it. The water is not useable
for bath or ablution unless the pollution has not beenwashedaway
arid clean -.vater does not cane flowing again. It is also not necessary
that the water that is fit for ablution or bath be also fit for drinking
purpose. For exan le ablution can be perfoir~with sea-waterand bath
can also be taken, yet it is not drinkable. Similarly it is not necessary
tnat the water of rivers, brocks streamsand canals be suitable for drink~:

as ~verbodv is already a’.’~arein this scientific age that germ’s of
diseasescan be present in the water of rivers, canals, etc, ana that
people throw various kinds of dirts on the banks and even in the water
of rivers, streams, calsns and other wa~er-chanrels,therefore drinking of
water fran these may be abaranablefor a man.

The biggest benefit of canals is obtainable in the field
of agriculture. In countries where there is an excellent net—work of
canals, peoDle have excellent harvests of various crops. In Pakistan
excellent net—work of canals is available in the provinces of the Punjab
and Singh, due to which both these provinces are very praninent in
agricultural produce. However as stated before the trouble of water—
logging make its way in the canal areas and saltpeter covers the surface
of the earth, which makes the land unfit for agriculture. Toward off
thesemis—haps, tube—wells should be dug out, as explained before.
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Modern Systensof Water-Sunplv

In modern times population pressureon cities has increaseda
lot, and snail towns and cities have developedinto very large cities.
‘I\vo problens that have becanevery canplicated becanseof the un-checked
increase in the population of the cities, are the problen of water-
supply and the problen of health and sanitation. Today there are many
cities in every country of the world with a population of two or
threemillion persons. Many million gallons of water is needed for
every city of such a population. Procuring water to the quantity of
millions of gallons daily and making it available fran house to house
is not an easy job. Therefore the fore—most problen for every municipal
corporation is the supply of water. Another big difficulty that is being
experienced in connection with supply of water is that now buildings
of thirty and forty stories are raising heads in almost every city. In
Western countries even taller buildings are being constructed. To
arrange for supply of water to the residents of such tall buildings,
it is necessary that storege tanks be raised higher.

~rop~pwater to such heights,it is essential that powerful
electric motors be installed at all the necessarypoints. So innun~rable
motor—pupas are working daily to purp up water to the tcp most stor:es
of these building.

Alongwith the probl&n of pimping up the water to the highest
parts of the buildings, there is the problen of draining out the used
water also. Now a days water in very large quantities is being used ‘or
the purposeof cleaning the house, hotels, offices schools, colleges
and all such buildings where people live or work in large numbers.
Canplicacednet—works of under-groundseweragepipe—lines have to be
laid for draining out the used water. Then the grading of all the b~g
and snall pipe—lines is to be done in a way that there should be no
obstruction in the flow of the water at any place. For this purnose
planning of the modern housing colonies has to be done ver-: sk:lfullv.
In our countrv the planning of slamabadis an excelle-.: example, but
the planners of Islarnabadhad the advantage that the site had a natural
grading which is highly suitable for the outlet of water in the under-
ground channels.

The Municinal Corporaticris have to spend a lot on the construc-
tion of modern type of water-works. Canprehensive projects for water—
supply have been plannc-d and are under progress, for larg~cities of
Pakistan like Karachi, Lahore, Faisalabad, and Islarnabad itself. In
Karachi a darn has been constructed at the Hubb river to supply fresh
water to the city, whereas for Islamabad a mountain stream has been
blocked to solve the problen of water-supply. In Faisalabad canal-water
is filtered and supplied to the citizens. The city of Sargodha, Faisalabad
Multan, Hyderabad, Sukker etc. are such as are situated in canals areas.
The under—ground level of water in these areas is quite high, therefore
abundant of water is provided to the citizens fran tube-wells. In the
Punjab and Sindh a large number of tube—wells have been constructed. These
tube—wells are profitable for the econany of Pakistan in three wayss.
Firstly they are providing fresh drinking water for the peopoe, secondly
fields and orchards are being watered freely and thirdly water-logging
which appearedas a fatal disease for the land of this area is receding.





A Darn for Drinking Water

In the Sub—Continent probleas of water—supply are very serious
in Bharat and Bangladesh also. In Bharat there are innurierable wells in
the habitations on both sides of the rivers Gangasand Jainina, which
provide enough water for the people, but in the further off areaswater
is scarce. In the Central India region the proble-n of water is parti-
cularly serious. Bangladeshis a country of torrential rains, but these
rains are abundant for two or three months only. Dur:ng the renaming
nine or ten months of the year the seasonis dry and clean water for
drinking is not plentiful.

The most acute problen of water is faced by the people of
the Middle East countries. Large cities have sprungup there is recent
years, but water is not available in the sandy plains. So the
aäninistration of these countries are installing big ~lan:s for
converting sea water into pain drinking water. Water is alsO scarce
in the northern countries of Mr:ca and the areasad~acen:to the
Great Sanara. In Central ~fr±ca sanernr~esthere is nc rain-f all for
years. So thousandsand. thousandsof people die becanseof fcxxi
farn~neas well as water famine.





CLEANING AND PURITY OF WATER

The criteria of cleanliness and purity of water visualized by
the followers of Islam are different fran those the the people of other
nations visualize. Fran our point of view a thing which is washedand
looks quite clean may not essentially be un—polluted. For example if
clothes and utensils are washedat a pond where animals drink and also
urinate, thesewill not be un—polluted. Sinilarly if utensils or clothes
are washedwith water fran a vessel in which a dog has put its mouth,
the utensils and clothes may be clean but not free fran pollution, and
offering prayer or reading the Holy (~.iranin those clothes or eating
in sameutensils would be wrong.

Similarly such utensils in which forbidden articles of food
like pork, or the .Thatka ( ) meat of a pennissible an:imal, or
proper meat of an animal is cooked in lard are impure and food cooked
in such utensils is detestable and un—acceptable,howevermuch these
may be clean. In the same way drinking of water in a timnbler kept for
drinking wine is aba~inablefor a good Muslim.

Definite principles regarding the purity of water are available
in the Islamic Code of Life. Since purity of water that is used for
ablution and bath is essential therefore in the light of the Abadith of
the Holy Prophet, water of the following description is usable or unfit
for the performanceof ablution and for taking bath.

1. Thlution and bath with rain—water and water of stream,
scring or poo1 is permissible whether ~: is sweet or
brackisn.

2. If a clean thing gets mixed with water so as to affect a
change in the colour and snell of the water, ,but is not
boiled in it and the density of water is not affected,
as may happenwith a little quantity of soap or safron,
ablution and bath with such water is permissible.

3. If sane thing has been boiled or cooked in water, which
has changedits taste and colour, ablution and bath with
it is not allowed. If, however sanething is boiled
which cleansesthe water and does not increase its
density, as berry—leavesboiled to give bath to a dead—
body, ablution and bath with such water are peniussible.

4. The water with which saffron or any other colour is mixed
to dye clothes, is not suitable for ablution and bath.

5. If milk is added to water so that its colour becanes
milky, the water is not suitable for ablution or bath.
However if the quantity of milk is snail and the milky
colour is not pronounced, ablution and bath with it, is
permissible.





6. If leaves of trees fall in a well, or a pool or a
tank so that the water’s colour, taste and snell are
changed, the water is usable for ablution. So long as
the density of the water does not increase.

7. If water is polluted on account of sane impurity be
it little or much in quantity, it is unfor for ablution
or bath.

8. Running water does not becarie polluted so long as its
colour, taste or snell do not change. Water which carries
away with it blades of grass, leaves, pebbles etc. is
running water, whether its rnovenent is quick or slow.

9. If a tank is five meters in length and five meters in
in width, with a depth that the bottari be not visible
when a handful of water is taken fran it, its water is
pure. If sane sort of impurity like urine, blood or dirty
water falls into it but is not visible, it is permissible
to take bath or perform ablution with its water. If sane
dirt is on one side and visible, water fran the other
side can be used. Anyhow, even if in such a big tank
sane such impurity may fall as may change the colour,
taste or sne—l of the water, it is polluted.

10. Sane are the orders about a water tank, which measures
l0x2~meters or l2~x2meters with depth as specified
above.

11. If the flow of a running water is slcw, ablution may
not be performed with quick jerks of hands, as used
water may cane back in hands.

12. If an infidel or a child puts h~snand in ;~ater, ~t is
not polluted. However if there is sane sort of dirt with
his hands, the water will becomepolluted. Since we
cannot be sure that a child’ s hands would be free fran
dirt, therefore ablution may not be performed with such
water as pre—caution.

13. If an insect like fly, mosquito or moth v.tiose blook is
not liquid may fall in water and dies, or falls dead,
the water is not polluted.

14. If an aquarian living object like fish, frog, crab etc.
dies in the water, ic is not polluted.

15. Such living objects as duck which live in water but are
not born therein, pollute the water if they die in it.

16. If a frog or a tortoise dies in water and its body dissolves
in it, the water is still suitable for bath or ablution,
but it should not be used for drinking or ablution.





17. Bath or ablution may not be done with water that has
heated in the sun, for such water produces melody
of white spots on the skin.

Pollution of Well and its Purification

Since water in villages is mainly taken fran wells, therefore
there are clear injunctions in the light of Hadith regarding pollution
and repurification of wells. A nii~iber of important injunctions are
given below.

1. If sane filth falls into a ~l1, it becomespolluted
no matter whether the quantity of the filth is snail
or large and it will become clean again by drawing out
the entire water. Drawing out of entire water means
that the well becanesaripty to the extent that even
half a bucket cannot be filled with its water.

2. The well is not polluted if the excretion of a pigeon
or a sparrow falls in it, but the excretion of a hen
or a duck ~ould pollute it and entire water should be
drawn out to clean it.

3. If a goat, dog, cat or h~inan being passes urine into
a well or sane other filth falls into it, the whole
water of the well should be dra’.rn cut to clean it.

4. If a h~nanbeing, dog, cat, or goat or sane such other
animal falls into a well and dies in it, then the entire
water of the well should be drawn out. If any such
living being dies outside and then falls into the well,
the same ru:e is applicable.

5. If a living being, b~gor snail, dies in a ~ell and
its body is decomposedor burst. then entire water
shou.d be drawn to clean it.

6. If a rat or a sparrow or any other being of their size
falls into a well ~nd dies in it but its body is not
decannosedor burst, then drawing out of txenty buckets
of water is sufficient, but drawing out of thirty buckets
is appreciable. Before drawing the water, the dead-being
should be taken out first.

7. The above nile applies to a lizart also which has
liquid blood. The snail creatures whose blood is not
liquid do not pollute the water.

8. If a goat or a rat falls into a well and cane out
alive, the well is not polluted.
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9. If a rat canesout of a hole and its body is covered
with filth and it falls into a well, the entire water
of the well should be drawn out whether the rat dies
or canes out alive. -

10. If a rat is caught and woundedby a cat so that it,
blood canes out arid it falls into the well, the entire
water should be drawn out. -

11. If the slashed tail of a rat falls into a well, its
entire water should be drawn out. The samenile applies
for the bleeding tail or a lizard.

12. If anyone for whan bath has become obligatory goes
down into a well to search the bucket and there is no
filth on his body or clothes, then the well would not
be polluted. Similarly if an unbeliver enters a well
and his body and clothes are clean, the well shall not
be polluted. But if there is filth upon the body or
clothes, the water will be polluted, be he Muslim or
Non—Muslim, and the entire water of the well should be
drawn out.

13. If a well required to be purified has so large fount
that as the water is drawn out, the same quantity or
more canes in, then it would be sufficient to drawn
out three hundred buckets.

The above injunctions are about the purification and pollution
of wells. In modern tire we can consider the ta.nks built outside or
on the roofs of houses as good as wells. If s~-nilarsituation arises in
case of a tank, we should take the same steps for the purification of
that tank as have been laid down for wells.

Storage of Water in the Houses

Sixty or seventy years back fran today the life of the people
was generally very simple. Arrang~nentsof water supply existed in the
urban areas and water-taps were provided in various residential streets,
fran which the residents of the nearby houses took water in the buckets
and filled large drirns of water with it inside the houses and used it
according to their needs. In the asian and African countries people
used to store water in pitcher and big jars instead of iron—vessels
and cans. One major good of keeping water in pitchers and jars was
that it renamedcool, and cool water in s~nimerin the hot countries is
not a snail house.

In those days water was used only for drinking, cooking good
and washing and bathing. The latrines were old—fashioned and the flush
systen did not exist, nor was there the systen of laying under—ground
seweragelines. Denand of water was moderate and supply plentiful. In
cities denand was a little more than that in the villages, but not so
big as w~.ildmake the supply difficult.
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In the modernsystan of life denand for water bas increased
greatly, becausenow a days the under-ground sewerage systhn has been
introduced in mcst of the cities and even in sanevillages also. The
under ground seweragesysten dependstotally upon water. It should
be available in every house, at all times and should keep running
continu~sly in all the flush pipe~-.,or else hinderances may occur in
the workIng of the systen and there is the dn.nger of the spreading of
bad-snell and stinking odour throughout the city.

Increase in the consumption of water can be judged fran the
fact that formerly a quantity of eight to ten gallons of daily water
per headwas sufficient whereas now a days daily consumption per head
of water is no less than forty or fifty gallons. This means that in
every hane of averagesize there should be arrangenents for the storage
of two to three hundred gallons of water every day.

As big residential buildings are constructed now a days,
each of which accaumcxiatesa large ni.rnber of families, therefore it
is but essential that there should be more than one water tanks on the
roof of each of the buildings. Water in thousandsof gallons flows
into these tanks every day and is consumed. This is why extensive
scherEs of water supply are projected in every city and millions and
millions of rupees are spent for the working of these schanes.

Expenditure on Water - Water Ta’~etc.

Water ~s a Divine gift and the Divine gifts are free and
eqtiälly available to not only h~nan—beingbut all other creatures
also. In the Holy Quran Allah says:

It is He Who sends down

Rain fran the sky:

Fran it ye drink

And out of it (grows)

The vegetation on which

Ye feed your cattle.

At another place the Divine sooth is:

See ye the water which ye drink?

tk~ye bring it down (in rain)
.../





±~ranthe Cloud or do We’?

This question (by The Almighty) is very important and dGnands
deep thinking fran us. Water is neither the creation of man, not does
the man make it cane down in the form of rain. Therefore according to
the Quranic principle, it should be cannon (for all) and without any
price. And so long as the social set up renainedmainly rural, this
Quranic principle renamed suprene even in the socities which were
not Muslim. People obtained water mostly fran natural fountains, or
the well—to—do persons in the villages got wells dug out and people
got water fran these according to their needs.

&it in modern times necessities of people living in cities
have gone up a lot, and arranganen-tsfor providing water to the city
people have beendeclared as the ~ity of the Municipal Corporations
andcarrnittees. These corporations and cannittees feed upon the local
taxes, the collection of which has been entrusted to these bodies by
the Government. These local councils have to spend large amount of
money on arrangenentsof providing water and they have also to pay
salaries and provide other facilities to the large personnelof workers
�rnployed for the job. For this purpose these local organizations have
to collect money and this money is collected in the form of water—tax
or water-rate.

This water-rate is not the price of the water that is supplied
to the public, ~at it is only the labour chargeswhich are paid to the
eiiployees of the water works in the fortn of salaries and other allowances
In the olden times when the arrangenentsof conveying water fran house
to house by means of pipe—lines did not exist. or the pipe—lines
systen was not there. the water—carriers who carried water f ran the wells
(or water taps) to the houses of the people charged fran the people
money for the service. This transaction was on individual basis. Now
collective organizations have cane into being, therefore people pay
to these organizations for conveying water to their hanes, instead of
paving to the individual water carriers. Therefore in the light of the
Quranic prjnc~pj.es, the water- rates levied by the cami!ttees and
cornorat:cns are not only legitimate but necessar also.

However it should be borne in mind that the rates of water
charges should be very low, so that every citizen rich or poor may
be able to make pa~nuenteasily. In the civilized world of today the
principle that the water rates should be l~.vso that every citizen
rich or poor be able to obtain the bcuntv of water plentifully on
very snall pa:.ir~ent, so that people ma’.~ feel that the Divine—gifts
are free and cannon for all.





CHAPTER SEVEN

BASIC SANITATION

HUMAN EXCRETA

Focd and water are the basic needs for the life of h~nan-beings
(as for other living bodies also). To satisfy these needs every man eats
a numberof times every day and drinks water and other liquid things many
times a day. &it only the quintessence of this food and drinks reaches
the human blood and the renaming unwanted parts of the food are excreted
in the form of urine and stools.

If the excreca keeps on going out of human body regularly,
the body keeps healthy. But if there is obstacle in its excretion,
various kinds of diseasesbegins to crop up within the body; so much
so that if the stoppage continues for a few days, death may occur.
With the stoppage of urine death can occur even in much less time.

Water is a very big aid for the excretion of urine and stools.
The filth which is in the intestines of living beings moves down—wards
only with the pressure of water. Water is very useful for the excretion
of’ urine. The more water a person may drink, the more urine he passes.
So-ne doctors say that dr:nking a glass of water early in the morning
activates the s:anachand the intestines and so the urines pass out
easilv.

However urine and stools are two major fiiths. It has been
stated in the Ahathth of the Holy Prophet (Peacebe upon him) that when
he went to answer the call of nature, he would pray, “0 Allah’ I pray
for your prcoec~ionfran pollations’.’ For keeping pollutions away fran
the body, the Hoiv ?r~phez (Peace be upon him) adopted and ins:ructed
his followers ifltO st~ch ways and means, which if adopted by us ~ould
keen people clean and away fran pollution. The Holy Prophet des:sted
fran urinating in a szand~ng posture and also forbade then fran doing
so, because there is risk that deops of urine may pollute the body
or the dress of the person.

Similarly, he instructed his followers that snail sods nf
earth should be used for Istan~a (washing of the private partsj, but
he did not consider cleaning with the sods is sufficient, and instruc-
ted that water should also be used. In the modern scientific age,
the practice is exactly the same. Instead of using sods of earth,
the better replacenenc, i.e. tissue paper is being used for the initial
cleaning and water is used subsequently.
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The filth of urine and stools can be judged fran the fact,
that if there renains any signs of it sticking with the body, the
ablution is not perfect, and a person cannot offer his/her prayers with
imperfect ablution. Apart fran body if any filth r~nainsunwashedwith
the clothes, these renain unclean and prayers in such clothes is
defective. In these days, the filth of (a few drops of) urine on the
clothes is not considered worthy of notice even in the most civilized
socities, for the drops of urine are not visible on the cloth. But
under Islamic law if a drop of urine falls on a clothe it is polluted,
and so long as it is not washed off, the piece of dress is not clean;
andprayer cannot be offered in such dress.

Fran the Islamic point of view, there are two kinds of
:impurities. The one kind is that which is dense or hard andwhich if
it stains a piece of dress or a part of body would pollute it unless
and until i-c is washedaway. Such impurities are termed as “strong
impurities’ and other are called “light impurities’.’

Blood, urine, human stools, spennitic fluid, urine of dog
cat, horse, donkey, mule, cow, ox, buffalo and of all other animals
cane under the head of strong impurities. The excretion of hen, duck,
wild hen, and all prohibited animals fowls arc strong inr.r.irities,
whereas the dung of’ the perniissible animals (not urine) like cow,
ox, buffalo, goat, sheepcanesamong light impurities. The pork,
The lard, The bristles and all parts of the swine are strong impurities.

The excretions of snall permissible (Halal) birds like
pigeon, dove. mama, etc is not considered as impurity (if it falls
in a well) but the excretions of fowls like hen, go~e, th.ick etc.
are considered as strong impurities. The excretions of all prohibited
birds like crows, vulture etc. are also strong impurities.

Human excretions urine and stools, as has been stated above
are strong impurities. The excretions of even ver-~-stall babies are
also strong impurities, and if a cloth or body be stained by it, it
should be procerlv washed, keeping one ‘ s body and clothes away
fran all the above—mentionedimpurities is necessary. There is no
better meansof purifying the polluted objects than water. In the
last chapter we have seen that if any of those impurities falls into
a well, all the water of the well is defiled, and if ablution is
performed with such water, it is not perfect. The same thing
happensu±sycg a fuktg staubs the body or the clothes of a person.
To purify the polluted clothes or body, it should be washedwith
water that is clean and unpolluted.

In books on the Seerat(Life andConduct) of the Holy Prophet
(Allah’s Salutations and greetings to him) it has been recorded that
if bad amell came fran a garment he would at once rer~ve it and send it
for washing. Although bad snell enanatesfran perspiration and the
perspiration of hunan— beings is pure, yet the Prophet of Allah had
a very fine aesthetic taste. Therefore he did not even like the clothes
in which there was a ting of bad—snell. So he at once changed the
clothes that gave such a snell.





Rubbish and Refuse

In hcmes gathering of rubbish and refuse is a natural
phenanenon. Peelings of vegtables and onions, while preparing the
food, bones, crumbs of bread, peeling of fruit,stens, and seedsof
fruit, tea-leaves, wrappers and covers of various packed articles
andmany other similar things occur in nonnaly every houseahi~st
every day. Disposal of these waste articles is a problen of daily life.

The civic bodies of the cities take special steps for the
collection and disposal of waste articles. In every house a refuse
can or drum is provided by the corporation which the sanitation
workers enpty daily in their refuse vans and throw it in the dunp
‘at sar~distance fran the city. There are two ways of disposing of
this rubbish. The one is that it may be burnt every day. It is easy
and also quick. The second is that big ditches may be dug outside
the city in which the waste matter may keep on collecting and keep
on turning into good manure after reasonable time. This manure can be
sent out the villages and then used to increase agricultural production.

Animal’s Filth

The filth spread by animals is also a big probl~i for the
healtn and sanitac~onof the society. The filth of the animals is
of two kincs.

1. Crir1e, dung etc.

2. ~bdenina1 dirt and other filth of slaughterd animals.

Now a days poultry-farms are also being set up in large
number in all the countries of the world to make up the deficiency
of meat .The filth o±~poultry—farms is also of two kinds:

1. Excretions of the hens and chicks.

2. The feathers, skulls, legs and intestines etc. of

the slaughtered kinds.

in every country of the ‘,&rld there are full fledged
mechanised slaughter—houses. These slaughters are constructed at a
distance of several kilo—meters fran the cities where the animals
are alaughtered by scientific method. The blood is collected at
one place and other filth at another. After scientific processingof
both the materials fertilizers are prepared fran these for use in
the field of agriculture are prepared frau these for use in the
field of agriculture, chicken feed is also prepared fran the blood
of’ the slaughtered animals, which makes the chickens grow very
quickly and beccxne fit for hunan food.

The distance between the slaughter-houses and the cities keeps
the ath~spbereof the cities free fran the stink snell wtiich is a
natural product of slaughter-houses.





Within the cities the civic corporations do not allow the
butchers or other people to kill animals on their own. In the western
countries this rule is observedvery strictly and nobody slaughters
any animal on his own within the city. All the meat canes fran the
slaughter housesdirect at the butcher’s shops where the butcher cut
it into pieces and sell it to the public.

ait situation in the Muslim societies is different. Once
during the year, on the occasion of Eid—ul--Azha, sacrificing the
animals in the name of Allah is a religious duty which rmist be perfonuied
by every Muslim having means to do so. It is caiipulsory for every
well-to—do Muslim to slaughter one or more animals at his house
and distribute the meat among the poor, the neighbours and the relatives.
So not in millions but in hundreds of millions the animals are slaugh-
tered on the occasion of Eid-ul—Azha and their filth has to be disposed
of.

Sacrificing of animals is one of the Faraiz (Religious duties)
that has to be done. In the holy city of Mecca there are two and a
half to three millions of Hajis, each and every one of whan has to
offer at least one goat or a ram, or join as a partner as a co—sharer
in a big animal like an ax, a cow or a camel. To disposeof the filth
of these millions of animals is a big national duty which is performed
by everybody and despite the most extra—ordinary number of animals
that are slaughtered in one day, all their filth is disposed of very
efficiently. Similarly the filth of millions of animals sacrificed
in all parts of the world is also cleared off everywhere.

In addition to the sacrificial cer~nony of Eid—ul—?~zha
Muslims have to slaughter such birds and fowls in their houseswhich
are permissible (Halal) but are not slaughtered in the public slaughter
houses properly, according to the mode told by the Holy Prophet (Peace
be upon him). In the countries of’ South East Asia and in China,
Japan, Australia and many others, where there are no or very few
slaughter—h~isesin which arlL’nals are slaughteredaccording to the
Islamic law, a ~kislim has to slay personally a hen, duck, goose or
an’: other oerm~ssible b:rd on fowl, if he wants to eat its flesh.
The flesh of’ such birds and fowls slaugn:ered in a public slaughter-
houses is not lawful for him to eat.

Clearing off the filth of slaughteredanmals is a big probl~
confronting people especially in the Muslim countries, for on the
occasion of sacrifice and for giving charity also, the Muslims are
allowed to slaughter animals privately. Moreover hens, chickens and
other birds are also allowed to be slaughtered at hane. But now a days
people usually get hens and chickens slaughtered at the poultry shops,
where these are slaughteredaccording to Islamic law.

Disposal of the filth of the animals is also a very important
problan of today’s life. It is essential that this filth is cleared
off inmediately, otherwise there is a danger of stinking snell
spreading throughout the streets and lanes.





The method of clearing this filth is that the rubbish vans
sh~ild collect all the rubbish and dump it at fixed places, ~bere
it should be becanesmanure. In most of the prcgressingcountries
no proper use of the feathers of the slaughterd fowls is being made
at present, otherwise soft and warm mattresses and pill~ can be
prepared by stuffing then with the soft and properly disinfected
feathers. Such mattressesand pillc~s are much better than those
stuffed with cotton or even foam, for the foam—filled mattresses
and pillo~ grow so hot in simmer that lying down on these becanes
airnost un-bearable.

Dirty Water

Water is freely used for cleaning the houses.Plenty of water
is used daily for ~shing the clothes, bands and faces, f or performing
ablution and f or bathing. Similarly the crockery and cutlery (of’ daily
use) is also washed several times every day. The water used for all
these purposesbeccmnesdirty and it is wrong to use this water again
f or the pur~oseof cleaning, becauseused water makes an object dirty
instead of cleaning it.

The Islamic social laws d~uand so much caution in this respect
that if the flc~v of water in a stream is slow, one should not perform
ablution very hastily. becauseit is just possible that the used
portion of water nay cate into your hands again (which is execrable
to be used).

~ispcsai of dirty water is also an important it~nof health
and sanitation. In the early years of the present century the only
method of disnosing the dirty water was, that un—covered drains were
constmcted in the streets, into which flowed the dirty water of the
houses. These drains ran into larger drains, which ~n the end threw
thelr dirt:: water in a big dirty nallah that flowed out of the city.

An advantag2of these open drains was that the sanitation
staff could easily push on the dirty water and if’ there was air:
obstacle anywhere, it could be easily reuuoved. But there were rr.anv
disadvantages of this syst~n also. The first disadvantage that all
the a~nosphere kept filled with the offensive snell of the dirty
water , which affected the general health of the people badly. The
second disadvantage was that the children used the street- drains for
easing thenselvesand it added greatly to the already offensive snell.
Thirdly when these dirty drains overflowed in the raily season, the
dirt (alongwith the excretions) spread out in the streets.

In those days people used to make latrines on the roofs
of the houses, so that all the urine and the ditry water flowed into
the street-drains. The stinking odour increased and epidenics like
dysentery motions and cholera spread easily and quickly.





A]most in the same period the systaii of under—grounddrainage
for dirty water began. At first this syst~ was started in sanebig
cities in the European and M~ea-icancountries. Large pipe-lines made
of iron were used for under-ground sewerage line in those days. These
pipes were expensivebut very strong and durable at the sane time,
and once a line had been laid, there re~nainedno worry.

In the middle of the present century large pipe—lines of
cenent and concrete were introduced. By the use of steel- bars with
c~nent and concrete, these pipelines surpassedthe iron—pipes in
strength and durability. A facility in preparing concrete—pipesis
that pipes of big diameters can be manufacturedeasily and these can
be laid underground for the influx of clean and out flow of dirty
water. One of the defects in the iron—pipes is that if it grew
rusty inside, the flow of water is obstructed. If the pipes laid
for drinking water becanerusty inside the taste of the water is also
changedand it makes adverseeffect on the health of the people.

Another good point about c~nent pipes is that these can
be joined with ceTient easily and so the pipe—line can be laid speedily.

Nov~under—ground pipe lines for filthy water are spread in
nearLy all the b~gand ~nall cities of various countries in the
world, d~ie to ‘.cnich the problan of out—flow of dirty water has been
greatly solved. The blue—prints of the new habitations pro~sedto be
built neai~ older cities have one and all sewerage lines shown in than.
Sev~erage lines are laid before the actual construction of the new to~T1

IS began, anci tnc- :lan of no house is acceptedso long as the internal
sewerage line and i;s .joining point with the main line is not clearly
marked.

:: trcoer ~ -cautions are kept ~n vie~.’., the under—ground
sewerageline ~.orks very successfully and no hinderence is caused,
large scale oubl±ci:y about these pre—~aiitions is necessaryand the
civic bodies of of health and sanitation can make such cubl~citv
easily. The tragedy with the progressing countries is that the:r
people are generally ignorant of the elenentor; principles of sani-
tation. For example it is essentil in case of bathroansconnected
with sewerate lines that only tissue—paperand. water should be used
in these. With the use of sods of earth or rags of cloth, hinderence
is created in the flow of the line. - If there is only one such binder—
ences occur place to place, then the ~ole of the net—work is damaged.

There are many advantages of the under—groundout-flow
systan of dirty water. The first big advantageis that the aunosphere
is saved fran the St inking ~ell. The secondgreat advantageis that
the filth ranains out of the sight, and so a person escapesthe
execration producedby seeing the dirt with his own eyes. The third
benefit is that we are rescued of the ~nns and insects that spring up
in open drins. In addition to this the breeding spots of mosquitoesand
flies are eliminated.





The worst difficulty in this systen is that when an obstacle
is created sanewhereand the filthy water does not find passageto
flow on~rds, it begins to bubble out of the man—holes,and creates a
hell of aggressiveodour by spreading on the roads. Many kinds of ~zms
which bread in the sewerage lines flow out along with the dirty water.

If the filthy water of gutters reaches a point where there
is a well or spring nearby, there is a great danger of its being polluted
and as we have told before, if only a little strong filth enters the
well, the entire water is defiled. If the sewerageline and the fresh
water pipeline are running close to eachother, there is the danger
of the sewerage-filth’s creeping into the fresh-water pipe line.
If a little of filth mixeswith the clean water, the entire water is
polluted and doesnot renain fit for drinking or performing ablution
or taking bath. This is why in the planning of cities a reasonable
width is kept between the sewerage line and the other freshwater line.

Now a daysepid~nicshave beencontrolled to a great extent,
but there are sane epid~nics,the germs of which spread through water
and the danger of their breaking out suddenlyis always there.
Therefore during the rainy seasonwhen changes of breaking out of
epidanics are greater, particularl attention should be paid to the
cleaning of the sewerage lines, so that the filthy water of the
sewerageshould not bubble out on the roads, and that (due to this
case, the dangerof breaking cut of epidenics is elimInated.

:: the rain water stands in the streets, it becune filthy.
So i~f~t’i1e walk~g in the streets splashes of street water falls on
th~dress, it becanespolluted, and if the water falls on sane part
of bcd:: that par-: becanepolluted, and so long as the dress or the
part of ~xdv is not ~shed and cleaned, prayers cannot be offered.
In adthticn to the ~shing away of filth, performance of ablution
is also :~e’~itable.

~-a~n~ c~f the Filthy Water in Villages

Epto this point we have discussedthe question of expelling
the dirty water, mainly fran the cities. In cities sane sort of
arrang~nentsfor draining out filthy water, are taken in hand by
Municipal Carmittees and Corporations. But the problet of filthy water
is acute in the villages. In Pakistan and in most of the countries in
the East people live mainly in villages. There the construction of
housesis done in no organized manner. People leave very little
space for streets. These streets are so narrow that only men or cattle
can pass through than. Since there is no aãninistrative deparnnent
in the rural areas, therefore there are usually no arranganentsto
make the streets pucca. Drains for the out—flow of the dirty water
of the housesare usually not there. The result is that the filthy
water of the houseskeeps flowing in the streets freely. Thus these
spreadsstinking snell and there is ample production of flies and
mosquitoesalso.





Now a days village—people have started making arrange-nentsfor
health and sanitation, water supply, and collective genesunder the
spirit of self—help. In the villages where people undertakecollective
wrks with the spirit of self-help, the wrk of the disposal of filthy
water can also be done. For this pucca drains of bricks a-re constructed
in the streets and a ditch for receiving the filthy water at the end
of the street and aside the path. This ditch should be at least ten
feet in depth and big pieces of stone or bricks should be thrown into
it and above. Then there should be snaller pieces of stone or bricks.
The drain of dirty water should be brought upto the opening of the
ditch to that the filthy water should keep on falling into it. A large
flat stone or a lid of concrete should be placed at the top of the ditch.
Such a ditch keeps on serving for a ntiriber of years, becausethe filthy
water keeps on permeating into the earth below and the filth that
r~nainsat the top is cons~inedby the worn~that cane to existence
(sanehowor other) in filth.

A Ditch for Filthy Water

Sceptic Tack

In villages people seldan make the provision of latrine in
the house. So all the people go on to easethenselvesat a distance fran
the inhabited area. For men it is not difficult to go out to a distance
fran their hanes, and children usually easeth~nselvesnear their
hones. The most troublescrne situation is for the ~]T~en—fo1k,~thocan
go for this purpose either early in the morning or late in the morning.

In the civilized age of today the probl~nof latrines is not
so very canplicated. Now such latrines can be constructed in the court-
yards of the houses, the night-soil of which can be taken out by means
of pipelines and poured into a sceptic tank outside the house, but
then there is the question of the offensive odour. However if the
residents of a street lay under—groundpipeline jointly and throw it
in a sceptic tank built at sane distanceoutside the street, that one
sceptic tank can serve for many years. The walls of the sceptic tank
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are b.iilt with bricks, that the bottan is of loose earth. This tank
shc~.ild also be at least ten feet deepand four or five feet in length
and in breadth. The filth andwater should be thrown into the tank
fran one side and on the other side there should be a snail pipe
near the top of the tank, so that if at any time the foan rises up
it may flow out through this pipe. The roof should be of concrete and
a pipe, three or four inches in diameter should be fixed in the roof
for the entry of the air and outlet of the lead-snail. This pipe is
essential so that the worms of filth which eat up the filth, keep
alive. Care should also be taken that the soapy water should not be
enter this sceptic tank.

In order to detennine the purity and cleanliness o~the food,
it is essential that we examine its cleanliness fran all (the relevant;
sides. The food which we coriswie daily can be divided in the following
categories:

Fruit that do not require cooking.
Such vegetable that are usually eaten uncooked.
Different kinds of flesh, drinks etc.
Milk and its products.
Bread and food articles prepared fran flour.
Sweets.

The fruits are the best gifts of nature for man. Usually
these are free fran impurities l~u.tif not eaten in time aLter ripening
they begin to rot, and a rotten fruit, whatever kind it be is hannful.

A Sxeptic Tank

Cleanlinessof Fcod

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Washedfruits not quickly. Theseare melons, hater melons,
mangoes,grapes, apricots, peaches,plixns pears etc.

Such fruits should be eaten carefully. If any of these is
rotten it should be thrown away. Rotten fruit sicken a man
ininediately.

Sane kinds of fruit beccmegrubby very quickly as guava,
fig, mangoetc. Thesekinds of fruit should be checked carefully
while eating.

Sane kinds of fruit keep in good conditions for a pretty
long time. Among these dates are at the top. Similarly the apple
does not go bad for many days, but it beccmesgrubby. One should
abstain frau eating suchapples. Lauon and other fruits of its
family keep in good condition for a pretty good time. Apple, orange,
kinoo, and l~n~nare such varities of fruit as are kept in cold
storage and are brought into use for a prolonged period. Bit the
fruit kept in cold storage loses its good taste and its vitamins
are also destroyed.

Every fruit should be ~shed with clean water before it is
not cut for eating. ~ the fruit is raw it would be better to ~il
it before eating.

Fruit ~ his b�-en cuc into pieces should not be kect for
hours, as gents may alsc settle on it alongwith the pas~iclesof ó.ist.

Use of water alongwith any fruit is harmful but it shculd
not at all be used along’.vith waterish fruit as water—melons, melons,
pears, ph~r.setc.

Although cucunber, carrot, and reddish are amongvegetables,
but these are generally eaten in raw condition. Carrot and reddish
are often cooked also, but the question of cooking cucutberdoes not
arise.

These vegetables should be washedthoroughly before eating
th~, so that if there is any external Impurity sticking with theu,
it should be renoved. The carrot and the reddish should be specially
washedthoroughly, becausethey grow inside the earch and when
pulled out impurities may be sticking with then. Now a days various
kinds of chenical fertilizers are used for better harvests. These
fertilizers are poisonous, and if carrot, reddish, turnip and other
vegetablesthat grow under-ground, are not washedproperly before
eating or cooking then, the poisonousmaterial of the fertilizers
may prove harmful for the human beings.
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Milk is a cczripletefood and is equally useful in every age and every
season.Babies are fed on milk; the sick are nc~.irishedon milk and when man
reaches the stage of life, in which his stanachdoes not accept any hard
type of fcod, he is given milk.

Milk is a very pure type of food and becauseof its purity it has
beenpronouncedas the food of the people of Heavens. In the Holy ~iran
there is the mention of the Heavensat many places, where it has beensaid

-~ :~ in its praise that there would be canalsof milk and honey there, which
-: meansthat milk andhoney would be abundentlyavailable there.

The Holy Prophet, Sallallah-o--Alaih--e--Wa--Sallarnbad a great liking
for milk fran all the drinks. There is a narration fran Abu—Huraira (God
be pleased~ath him) that on the night of Ascension two mugs were served
before the Holy Prophet (Peacebe upon him). In one of these there was
milk and in the other there was wine. The Prophet looked at both and then
took the mug of milk.

(Sabeeh&ikhari: Kitab—ul-Ashriba:2)

In Arabia there ~s mainly the milk of the camels and goats. In
tbz SaneehBu~±ari;there are many traditions in which it has been narrated

t:-a: on various occasions goats milk was presented to the Holy Prophet,
ri’E? tOCk zladlv.

GrEat care shculd be taken in tne use of milk. In our society
there are nii~erousnillonen ~o adui:re milk with water. This water-added

milk is riot useful for health. On the other hand if such water may mixed
with it which :s not quite clean and pure, impurities which are very
hami±ulfor health f.nd way into it. Sanetimesgerms of various diseases
cane into n~ilkt~irourhbad water . In these the ger~nsof dysentery,
tvohoia and T.B. are rarricularlv mentionable. These ger~nsmultiply
very swiftly in the milk arid cause the spreadof these diseases.

For protection fran germs the best precaution is that milk may
be purchasedf ran such trusted dairy.-farm as present the milk for sale
in sealedbottles after having it sterilized. &it this arrangunentis
not possible for all the people, becausesuch dairy f aims are very few
in nunber and cannot meet the denandsdf all the people. It is difficult
to import milk for supplying i-c to all the people of the country, because
sterilized milk can be kept for use for sane days only. To overcane this
difficulty the milk is dried and the poc~1eris packed in container and
exported. Dry milk is ncm in camion general use in all the countries of
the world and the trade of sane of the countries that export such milk
is prosperous.

- —~---=------------—----—-——--- ——
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In regard to milk it should also be kept in view, that the athmals
4 whosemilk is used should not be ailing. By drinking the milk of ailing

anii~.1sthe genTis of that ailment can enter humanbodies and thus the
diseasecan be transferred to then. There were times when ~all pox

j spreadthrough the cows. ~all pox has been eradicatedthrough persistent
campaignsbut there are many other diseases to spreadamonghurna~ibeings

through the milk of cows, buffaloes and goats. Therefore it is necessary
that due care be taken of the health and fitness of the milking animals.
There should be mil~encolonies for this purposewhich should be at
sanedistancesfran the cities. There should be teams of doctors who

-~ should visit these colonies and treat the ailing animals very carefully.

Generalprecautionsthat are necessaryin connection with the use
of milk are that it should be properly boiled before using it. It should
not be kept in a utensil madeof aluminium, for if it turns sour, the
chemical change of aluminum may affect the milk, which may prove haunftl
for human health. Moreover ice should not be used for making the milk
cold because if the ice is not preparedfran fully boiled water it may
contain such impurities as are harrn.ful for health.

Fran miLk is prepared the curd, which is a special food of the
pecple living in hot countries, and very useful for humanhealth. There
are sanebasic points in making curds. The first one is that curd should
be made in an earthen pot or a pot of cnina-clay instead of making it in
a metal not. The second taint is that before laying it for making curd,
the ‘IJLk should be thoroughly boiled. The third taint is that the curd
should not be kept for more than a day or rho. If the curd is sour it
causessore—throat, ~tiich producescold and cough. The fourth point is
that zne card. s~’ouldbe used daring day—time. Us:ng it ~n the evenings
and at night is net Droper. -

The card is churned and butter taken out of it. Fresh butter is
taken cut of it. Fresh b~t:er is the best of all fats. ~thich gives health
as ~ as s:reno:h. From butter is madeghee, wnich is the best of all
fats for our food, ~ut v~ta’~insare destroyed in the crocessof heating
the butter. The skiomed-milk or the’Chhachh as :: is called in Urdu and
Hindi is very healtn giving and digestible. In the sub-continent Chhachh~’
have been enjoying good—health due to it.

Crieese is also prepared fran curd, but the industry of preparing
cheesehas never been popular in this sub—continent. The fact is that the
people of this sub-continent have always considered it better to prepare
butter and ghee. In European and ~inerican countries as well as in Australia
cheese is manu!acturedin large quantities and these countries earn lots
of money by it export.

Bread and connectedArticles

In no other country of the ~r1d, the practice of backing bread at
hare is so carmori as in the sub—continent. it is the peculiarity of this
sub—continentknowing fresh flour andJjake chapattis on an iron—pan.
Bread is baked in many Asian countries, but in ovens. In those countries
people do not bake breadat hanebut bring it fran ovens. In Pakistan the
chappatis baked on iron—pans are not generally eaten in the Frontier
Province.

J





In the Europea.namerican and Australian countries bread called
“doule—roti” is baked instead of flat—roti. The staple food of the South

-~ East Asian countries, China, Japan,Phillipine Islands, and Indon~ia
is rice. Chappati is very little in use there. However now people in all
the Asian countries have bread and butter in their breakfast and so bread

• (double rod) is now a days very popular in almost all the countries of
the world.
- -

The chappatisand the flat—roti baked in ovens at baneshould be
fresh to eat. Stale chappati and roti of one time is usually not fit for

- —• eating. Stale chappatisand rotis of more than one day should not be
eaten in any case.

Protection of Flour and Bread

~imongthe creatures that pollute the flour and bread at hanes,
the mice are the most noticable. Mice usually launch their attacks on
the flour and the breat at night. If a mouse thrusts its nia~lein dry
flour, the position on ~thich there are signs of muzzling sbc~iidbe thrown
away. If the flour is kneadedinto dough, the same nile is applicable,
but as it becanesexecrable for human taste, it is butter that all the
dough be thrown away. Since same is the casewith the bread, it is therefore
better that the position not raizzled by the mousebe also thrown away, so
that it rr.av nct be execrable for one’s disposition.

The sweet-meatslike those cherished in the sub—continentare not
prenared in other countries of the world. Tc keep the s~eats eatable for

• sane time t~eseare made extra—sweetand sane of the sweets are fried in
ghe~so that these should not go bad quickly.

~n::hc.~:nesesweets should be eatenv~i:hin as short a tune as possibl~
after these are precared. These sweets are heavy and not easily
digestible even ~tien fresh. If they be stale by eight or ten days or
r~oor three weeks their consi.~iption can be hannful for health. Apart fran
sweets preservedfruits, jams, and syrups are also preparedon the same
principle of over sweetness.The vitality of preservedfruits and jams
etc. renains intact for sane time, but the food—value~tiich is available
in fresh fruit can never be bad in pre~ervedfruit.

Covering of Eatables

The Holy Prophet, Sallallah-o—Alath—e—Wa—Sallamkias given
instructions to his followers in all matter of life. It is narrated fran
Jabir (God be pleasedwith him) that the Holy Prophet instructed:

“Put out the lights at the time of going to bed, close the
doors, fasten the skin holding water, and keepthe eatables

covered”.
• (Saheeh3ikhari: Kitab—ul-Ashriha:5)

..../
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In this connection the Holy Prophet laid great stress. Jabir
Ibn P~bduUahnarrates:

Hameed Ansari brought a bowl of milk for the Holy Prophet
fran Naqeey. The Prophet said, ‘~thydid you not bring it
covered. You, could have coveret it even with a piece of ~vod”.

(Saheeb~ikhari: Kitab—ul-Asbriha: 33)
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